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rrwrn uu r r v r  By G. F. Hudson 

HE SPEECH "On the Correct Handling of Contradictions Among the T People? made by Mao Tse-tung to an enlarged session of the Supreme 
State Conference on February 27, was not published until the end of June. 
In the meantime, however, its main contents had become known and various 
rumors about its details, some of them highly sensational, were widely 
current. It seems likely that, although not regarded as a top-secret communi- 
cation-and in any case delivered to a fairly large audience-it was not 
originally intended for publication, but that the decision to publish was 
taken in order to correct undesirable unofficial versions of it. It  was admitted 
that for the published version Mao had made "certain additions'' to the 
original verbatim record, and there is nothing in the public text we now 
have to show which passages have been added. Even so, the text we now 
have can hardly be identical with the original speech, for if it is true, as 
was reported, that Mao took four hours to deliver it, a great deal must have 
been left out in the published version, which, inclusive of the additions, codd 
have been spoken in not much more than half the time. 

With all t h w  reservations, however, the speech as published remains 
a very important historical document, particularly in view of what has 
happened in China since last February. The speech was made as the pre- 
liminary to the cheng feng campaign for "rectification of the style of Party 
work," which was launched officially throughout China on May 1. This 
campaign was supposed to be directed against the "three evils" of sectarian- 
ism, subjectivism and bureaucratism marring the conduct of Communist 
cadres in their relations with the people; it was primarily a movement for 
self-criticism within the Communist party, but it was announced that in 
order to help the Party in correcting its shortcomings criticism would be 
welcomed from the non-Party public, particularly the non-Communist, so- 
call "democratic" parties included as auxiliaries of the Communist party 
in the Government coalition, and the critics were exhorted to speak frankly. 
There followed a flood of criticism (reported in the Chinese press), which 
not merely voiced grievances and complaints in matters of detail but called 
in question the supremacy of the Communist party and its policies. 

At first there was no response from the Communist side; then, beginning 
with an editorial in the Peking Peopk's Daily on June 8, a furious campaign 
was launched against 'LRightists," under which term all the critics of the 
Party were lumped together. A number of leading members of the auxiliary 
parties, notably the Democratic League and the Revolutionary Kuomintang 
(the group of Kuomintang dissidents who went over to the Communists 
during the civil war), became targets for violent denunciation, with hints 
of "counter-revolutionary conspiracy" and threats of "punishment" if re- 



cantations were not forthcoming. Orgmhtioris of every kind twld meetings 
to attack the Rightists and their vieus; most of the penom accused made 
confessions of "political sins" and abject declarations of repentance, a d  
their close political or professional associates-and often their relative- 
joined in denouncing them. At the same time, well-publicized arrests of 
a b e d  counter-revolutionaries were made in various parts d China and 
the atmo~phere of a major purge was created. 
Two main problems arise in connection with these events. First, what 

were the reasons for starting the cheng fehg campaign? And, second, how 
far did Mao, when he made his spach in February, anticipate the volume 
and vehemence of the criticism which would burst forth from quarters 
outside the Communist party? In other words, was the divemion of h e  
c h g  feng campaign into a drive against Rightists a reeponse to an un- 
expected situation, or was it aU along the intention to  bring them out into 
the open and lure them to their political doom? The idea that all Mao's talk 
about freedom of speech and the need for criticism was in fact a cunningly 
laid trap received substantial confirmation from a Psdpb's DQi2r editorial 
of July 1 which declared: 

"From May 8 to June 7 the newspapers of the Qinm Communist party, 
following the directive of the Party's Central C o b - ,  published few or 
no f irnat ive views or counter-criticism, The Party foresaw that a class 
battle between the bourgeuisie and h e  pr~l&& was inevitable. For a 
time, in order to let the bourgeoisie and the bourgeoh inteIlectuals wage 
this battle, we . . . did not counter the frantic atb& d e  by the reactionary 
bourgeois Rightists. The reason was to enable the masses to distinguish 
clearly between those whom criticism was well-dentiond and those who were 
inspired by ill will. In this way the forcee ifor an opportune counter-blow 
amassed strength. Some people call &is darning, but we say it was quite 
open. We told the enemy in advance that M o r e  monsters and serpents can 
be wiped out, they must first be brought into the open, and only by letting 
poisonous weeds show themselves above p u d  caa ehey be uprooted. . . . 
Why have our reactionary class enemiea enmashed E b d v c b  in the net 
that was spread for them?" 

This passage leaves no doubt that the Rightists were deliberately en- 
couraged to commit themselves in order that the C o m m d  lesdership 
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might have pretexts for taking action agamst them. It does not folbw, 
however, that preparation for the drive against the Rightists was the only, 
or even the main, purpose of Mao's speech of February 27. That speech must 
be read in the context of recently preceding events, and particularly the 
uprising in Hungary. What happened in Budapest was a shock for Com- 
munist leaders all over the world, and the lesson was t a k a  to heart not 
least in Peking. Whatever versions might be put out for public propaganda, 
the top leadership was aware that the Hungarian worlcers and students had 
been the mainstay of the revolt, and that after more than a decade of Com- 
munist rule the regime had s u d d  found itself without support from any 
quarter except its hated security police. After this it could not be assumed 
that any Gllupunist country was immune from such outbreaks, and the 
Communists were faced with the problem of how to prevent that isolation 
of their party from the mmes which had been so manifea in the Hungarian 
de'biick. 

In spite of the distance from the Danube, Communist China was con- 
cerned about what was happening in Budapest no less than the Soviet 
Union and the Communist countries of b r n  Europe. It was, on the other 
hand, sufficiently detached from the complications between the Soviet Union 
and the European satellites to undertake a mediatory and advisory role in 
the crisis, the more so as the Kremlin appeared to be unable to produce a 
clear and coherent statement of its ideological position. Chou En-lai wmt to 
Moscow, Warsaw and Budapsst to help in arranging mattem with Gomulka 
and Kadar, while in China on ~ednnber  29 the pres. published a lenrgthy 
manifesto which was stated to have been discussed in the Politburo and 
was taken to be inspired, if not written, by Mao himself. 

This declaration was in the main a powerful justification of the Soviet 
action in Hungary and a warning against revisionist tendencies encouraged 
by the recent events. It was stated that all discussion of what had happened 
must p r d  from "the most fundamental fact, the antagonism betweem 
the imperialist bloc of aggressors and the popular forces in the world." Tha 
imperialists' alle~ed instigation of the Hungarian riaing had been "the 
gravest attack launched against the socialist oamp since the war of aggression 
they camed on in Korea." Tribute was paid to "the righteom action of 
the Soviet Union in aiding the socialist for= in Hungary." The regime 
in Hungary had failed to cope with the intrigues of the enemy because, on 
the one hand, it had not been sdiciently considerate of the interest of the 
masses and, on the other, it had not been sufficiently energetic in elirni- 
nating counter-revolutionaries. With obvious reference to GomuIka's Poland, 
the manifesto went on to argue that Communists must avoid "indiscriminate 
and rneohanical copying of the Soviet Union" and mwt apply Marxist- 
Leninist theory to the "special national features" of their own countries, 
but they must beware of any revisionist and right-wing opportunist sgitatioa 



tending to weaken the principle of the dictatorship of the proletariat. The 
Russian Mober Rwolution was "not only the road for the proletariat of 
the Sovht Union, but also the road which ths proletariat of all countries 
must travel in order to gain victory"; and h i n  had ''pointed out again 
and again that the theory of the dictatm~hip of the proletariat is the most 
essential part of Marxism." 

Thia declaration dealt primarily with the international situation; Mao's 
speech of February 27, on the other hand, was concerned with policy inside 
China, and its emphasis is rather different. The main theme of the speech 
is the distinction between "contradictions with the enemy'' (i.e., with the im- 
perialists and the proscribed classes of landlords and "bureaucratic" capital- 
ists), which are "antagonistic," and "contradictions within the people," 
which are 'cnon-antagonistic.n These two types of contradiction should be 
handled quite differently: Dictatorship and coercion are appropriate to the 
former, but conciliation and persuasion are appropriate to the latter. The 
dictatorship of the proletariat is not over the people, but is to be exercised 
by tho people under the leadership of the Communist party. The "people" 
in China is held to include not only the workers and peasants, but also the 
''national" bourgeoisie, who are now being t r d o m e d  into managers of state 
enterp- but emjoy compensation for the 1-s of their properties in the 
fonn of securities bearing interest for ten yare. Although there are certain 
contradictions between them and tha workem and v t s ,  these, if handled 
c o d y ,  wi!i be non-antagonistic and, c o n t d d  within the people. The 
intelleduals, simiEarly, must be pr@y handled and reasoned with, not 
bullied or c d ,  m that they may be helped to transform t h d c p ~  and 
shed their ''bourgeois world outlook." 

All this, added to the famous slogan of "Let a hundred Bowers bloom to- 
gether and a hundred schools of thought contend," appeared to imply a great 
liberalisation of the regime, and it is no wonder that some foreign commenta- 
tors on early reports of the speech supposed that China was going further than 
any other Communist country in ude-Stalinization.n &It drum is another 
side to the speech which, if 1- prominent in it'than the instructions to be 
mom considerate toward the people, laid down the line for this summer'e 
purging. As already mentioned, the Chin- Communiet Line has been from 
the beginning that om factor in the collapse of the Hungarian Communist 
regime wzrs its failure to deal effectively with counter-revolutionaries, and 
Mao boasb in his speech that one reason why nothing of the kind has 
happened in China "was that we had sucebeded in suppressing counter-revo- 
Iution'quib thoroughly." Again and again in the spsech, the critical reader 
is bomd to a& how the criticism and disseot which Mao pro- to permit 
in his people's democracy are to be distinguished from the counter-revo- 
lutionay activity for which comtlesa nmbers of pectple in China over the 
last men yeam have been executed or smt to "reform through labor." The 



only answer is that, since there is no strict legal definition of counter- 
revolution and since the courts are entirely under the control of the Commlr- 
nist party, it is the Party which decides whether its critics are to be regarded 
as counter-revolutionaries or not. And the Party can use this power to 
threaten those whom it regards as dangerous to its supremacy and corn@ 
them to discredit themselves and their ideas by groveling recantations. 

There is no fundamental incompatibility between a policy of relaxing 
the severity of the regime toward the people at large and intensifying re- 
pression against political opponents. In both courses, the Party aims ar 
consolidating its power and destroying all elements of mistance to it. 
Applying the lesson of Hungary, it strives to win popular support and avoid 
a fatal separation from the mas-, while it redoubles ib efforts to discover. 
isolate and crush every factor of independent political activity or opposition. 
The Communist view of the significance of the cheng feng movement may 
be gathered from the following passage in a People's Llaily editorial of 
June 22: 

"Because of this speech [Mao'sj . . . the political life of our country has 
become more active during the past period. On the one hand. the masses of 
the people have offered a large number of criticisms and sugptions con- 
cerning the work of the Communist party and the Government and have 
asked the Communist party and the Government to take positive measures 
to improve their work and their relationship with the masses. On the other 
hand, taking advantage of the Communist party slogans, a number of 
bourgeois Rightist elements who are not satisfied with the cause of socialism 
have tried to broaden their swhere of influence and consolidate their po- 
sition. . . . If the masses do not voice their views frankly and freely, how 
can the Communist party and the Government discover and overcome their 
shortcomings so quickly? And if no opportunity is given to the people who 
harbor erroneous and even reactionary views to express them, how can the 
masses clearly identify, correct and refute them?" 

It is not, it seems, for the Communist party but for the masses to identify, 
correct and refute these false opinions. So we have meetings all over China 
at which the Rightists will be denounced and a dozen selected individuals 
will be personally attacked. And in the minds of the denouncen and the 
denounced alike there will be the memory of the accusation ralliss and 
bloody executions of the great revolutionary terror of five years ago, whicb 
has now abated but may be renewed whenever the rulers of China so decide. 

The masses may, however, be somewhat confused ideologically, and so to 
help them distinguish the desirable flowers of thought from the poisonous 
weeds the published version of Mao's speech liste six criteria by which 
good thought may be separated from bad. According to unofficial reports 
from China, these criteria were not in the original spemh but are among 
the additions made in revising the text for public  tio on. The six criteria are 



union of the nationalities within China; socialist transformation and con- 
struction; the people's democratic dictatorehip; democratic centralism; the 
leadership of the Communist party; and international socialist solidarity. 
Anything which goes against thsm is harmfd. Mao add. that th two most 
important of the six are the socialist path and the leadership of the Party. 
A group of journalists in a public statement w a t  one better; they declared 
with appropriate enthusiasm that the six criteria ware just what was needed 
for the guidance of newspapers and that the most important of them was 
the leadership of the Party. 

The safest course for a citizen of Communist China today is indeed to 
accept the principle that the Communist party has an exclusive and permanent 
*ht to power and to relate all nor& and actions to this principle. If j d -  
cation of the principle f reqairsd, perhap tha best is that which haa recently 
been given by a certain Li Chun-Chin, Chairman of the Taiwan Democratic 
Self-government League, devoted to organidng fifthcolumn work in Formosa: 

"To oppose socialism is the same as opposing construction of new China, 
and since there would be no socialism in China without the leadership of 
the Communist party, to oppose that leadership is the same as opposing 
locialism. . . . We can only follow the path of socialism and make China 
songez every day undea the leadership of the Communist party. We are 
dl Chinese and hops that China will become stronger and stronger. There- 
fore we must resolutely oppose the Rightists." 

M AO TSE-TUNG, however, is not only the ideological pontiff of Communist 
China; he is an interpreter of the Marxist-Leninist creed for the Com- 

munist world as a whole. Not, of course, the sole interpreter, but one of high 
standing everywhere, h w  of his personal qualities as a theoretician as well 
as his position as ruler of China. 

Even without any formal acknowledgment of the principle of "different 
roads to socialism," the ideological unity of world Communism, as $ existed 
under Stalin, is a thing of the past. The problem now facing Communists 
everywhelee is how to adjust differences of view among the national parties so 
that the international movement can retain a suf6cient basis of common faith 
and present a united front to unbelievers. 

Communism, as a secular religion, is liable to the centrifugal tendencies 
characteristic of religious movements. Such tendencies can only be counter- 
acted fully by the institution of a central authority, whether a representative 
council or a specially designated individual, with the right to define the faith, 
provide an authoritative interpretation of sacred texts, and render final 
decisions in all major ideological controversies. For the individual Communist 
this function is performed by the Party through ita highest elected organs or 
by its recognized personal leader--though his authority is always in principle 
derived from the will of the Party. Every Party member is supposed to submit 



his private judgment and opinion to the Party's ruling in any matter on which 
a definite Party line has berm established. It is on the disciplined aeptance 
of Party decisions, in questions of general doctrine as well as of current 
policy, that the "monolithic" character of the Party-state regime depends. But 
this only appIies within each national party, which is an organizational unit 
whether already in control of the state or still only in quest of power. Uni- 
formity can only be imposed on all the national parties if there is a h i g h  
international organization which can overrule the national parties just as the 
higher central organs of the national parties can overrule the local branches 
and individual members. Originally, this was the function of the Communist 
International. But since its dissolution in 1943 no constitutional machinery 
has existed for the purpose of formulating dogmas and policies for Commu- 
nists all over the world As long as Stalin was alive this did not matter, for his 
personal prestige and the authority of Moscow as the headquarters of the 
revohtion were so great as to keep national parties in line with whatever the 
Kremlin decided. Tito's revolt was the only serious break in the ranks, and 
the solidarity of the international movement was demonstrated by the fact 
that every other Communist party in the world denounced him. 

Since Stalin's death, however, there has been neither a formal Communist 
world organization nor an all-powerful leadership from the Kremlin. The 
situation had changed greatly by 1953 from that which had existed in 1943. 
Instead of a multitude of Communist parties all looking to the Soviet Union 
as the only country which had achieved the proletarian revolution, there were 
now a dozen non9oviet parties in control of their respective countries with 
developing state-interests of their own. Even if Stalin had lived longer, he 
might have found his authority insufficient to cope with the new conditions. 
As it was, there was a rapid weakening of the system devised by Stalin. 

The new leadership was not only collective, with the consequent difficulty 
of formulating clear-cut doctrinal theses; it was also notably deficient in 
theoretical ability. It had been so dangerous under Stalin to think with any 
originality that the serious study and interpretation of Marxist-Leninist 
ideology had been virtually abandoned in Russia. The highest Party offim 
were in the hands of men who= talents were in the field of practical politic8 
and administration rather than of abstract &ought and ideologica1 contro- 
versy. This applied, above all, to Khrushchev, who, in spite of his qualities as 
a demagogic orator or television personality, is far inferior not only to k i n  
but even to Stalin as an exponent of Marxist theory. 

It has not been possible, therefore, for Moscow to maintain its old position 
as a fountainhead of wisdom and guidancs for all the world's Communists. 
The decline of Soviet influence has been further accentuated by Khrushchev's 
own policies. Whatever he may have gained in Soviet internal politics by his 
attack on the memory of Stalin at the 20th Party Congress, the vituperative 
denigration of the man who had for a generation been the revered Ieader of 



international Communism could not but lower the prestige of Moscow as the 
source of inspiration for comrades outside the Soviet frontiers. Likewise, the 
unconditional reconciliation with Yugoslavia, by canceling the ban on 'fitoiat 
ideas, confounded Moscow's loyal supportera and promoted the spread of 
anti-Muscovite agitation in the European Communist parties. 

It is di%cult to avoid the concIusion that Khrushchev has underestimated 
the importance of maintaining a coherent orthodox ideology. Cunning and 
quick-witted rather than subtle or far-sighted in his approach to politics, 
relying on his control of the Party machinb for power inside Russia and on 
hie globe-trotting salesmanship for influence abroad, Khrushchev has failed 
to provide the ideological leadership which remains essential for holding 
international Communism together as a militant revolutionary movement. 
There are, indeed, observers in the West who consider that this neglect of 
ideology by the poststalin Soviet leadership is a sign of increased realism 
in Soviet politics, which is to be welcomed as a return to sanity and normality 
in Russia. Yet, there are fundamental reasons why the totalitarian Party-state 
system created by Communism cannot, as it were, detach itself from its ideo- 
logical base and become self-sufficient as an established social and political 
order. 

In a world where the echoes of political liberty are never absent and there 
is no possibility of relying on the kind of merely traditional obedience which 
formerly sustained absolute monarchies, Communism must be perpetually 
justifying its claim to power, above all in the minds of its own followers, by 
effective propaganda for its doctrine. This is true even of the Soviet Union, 
where overt, organized opposition to the regime was thoroughly s u p p r e d  
years ago and the great majority of the population has grown up under 
Soviet rule. It is much more true of the new Communist countries where the 
non-Communist past is still reent, and most of all of non-Communist countries 
where the cause has to make its way and win converts under conditions of 
free intellectual competition. International Communism thus needs always 
a unifying ideological leadership. If it can no longer get such leadership from 
Moscow, it must look elsewhere. To some extent, each national party can 
make its own formulations of doctrine, but Marxism-Leninism claims to be a 
discovery of truth -which is universally valid and to hold the keys to the 
understand3ng of past, present and future history. It would be intolerable if 
there were to be a variety of opinions among national Communist leaders on 
the basic articles of the creed. There is an urgent desire among Communists, 
therefore, for an agreed framework of doctrine which can be held in com- 
mon and will make it possible to draw a clear line between the believer and 
the infidel. 

It is in this context that we must view the recent growth of Chinese infiu- 
ence in the international Communist movement. Various factors have com- 
bined to give China the ideological initiative. There is, in the first place, the 



sheer size of China; in spite of its economic backwardness, China enjoys a 
great prestige as the most populous nation of the world and an emerging 
Great Power. Secondly, there is China's own self-confidence and indepenJ- 
ence of outlook; the Chinem Communists acknowledge the derivation of their 
faith from Europe, but they have made their way to power with less Soviet aid 
than any European Communist party except the Yugoslav, and Mao has neva 
accepted the kind of subordination to Moscow which was imposed 011 Biextat, 
Rakosi, Gottwsld or Ulbricht. A third factor is China's geographical detach- 
ment from the affairs of Eastern Europe and their historical complications- 
a detachment which fits her tor a mediatory role in conflicts between the 
Soviet Union and other Communist states of that region. 

Finally, there are Mao's personal qualifications for ideological leadership. 
In spite of his success as a practical politician, Mao has remained always an 
intellectual-the man who, after a series of spiritual adventures in search of 
a satisfactory Wehnschtucng, became a convert to Marxism in the midst of 
the mental ferment which was going on at the beginning of the 1920s in the 
University of Peking. In contrast to Khrushchev, the climbing bureaucratic 
careerist of an established political order, who has never wasted any time 
on ideas above the level of technical or tactical problems, Mao has done his 
own thinking in a systematic way. For the Chinese, the "thought of Mao" is an 
important supplement, not contradicting but adapting and amplifying the 
Marxist-Leninist heritage originally received from Moscow. It was only last 
year, however, that China began to plav a part in European Communist 
affairs, with the Chou En-lai visit to Moscow, Warsaw and Budapest. 

The December 1956 Chinese pronouncement on the Hungarian rising, as 
we have seen, carefully balanced condelnnations of "doctrinairism" and 
"great-nation chauvinism" with warnings against any weakening of the 
principle of the dictatorship of the proletariat. In relations between Com- 
munist states, the domination of one nation over another must be avoided, but 
the small nations must be ready to subordinate their special national interests 
to the international movement so as to present a united front to the aggressions 
of imperialism. All Communist thinking, it was stated, must start with "the 
most fundamental fact, that of the antagonism between the imperialist bloc 
of aggression and the popular forces in the world." The hgbt against America 
is described as "the class struggle on a world scale." The dictatorship of the 
proletariat must be maintained in each Communist country, but in proportion 
as class opposition is eliminated in domestic politics, the "edge" of the dicta- 
torship should be turned outward against the "aggressive forces of foreign 
imperialism." There might be contradictions within the "socialist camp," 
but these must be distinguished from the greater conflict with imperialism 
and kept within bounds; if they were not successfully resolved, sections of 
the people might pass over to the side of the enemy, as had happened in 
Hungary. 



'This distinction between contradictions "among the people" and contradic- 
tions with the imperialist enemy provided the main theme for Mao's speech of. 
February 27. The speech d i k e d  from the December manifesto in that it was 
not originally intended for publication and was addressed to a group con- 
cerned primarily with Chinese domestic policy. The speech was, for this rea- 
son, less balanced as between "liberalization" and anti-revisionism than the 
December manifesto, and the impression produced in Europe both by the 
earlier unofficial reports of it and by the later, edited official version was that 
Mao had moved a long way toward a revisionist position. 

This was true to a certain extent. The most important point on which Mao's 
doctrine now diverged from the orthodoxy of the Soviet Union was his admis- 
sion of the possibility of contradictions between the government and the 
people ia' a Communist-governed country. Khrushchev refused to accept thia 
principle as applicable to the Soviet Union, and it was arguable on Marxist- 
Leninist premises that Soviet society, in its more advanced stage of liquidation 
of classes, had overcome contradictions which still existed in the transition 
stage of social and political development through which China was passing. 
The publication of Mao's speech in full in ~ravdu-which could hardly have 
been avoided without offense to Mao-was, nevertheless, embarrassing for 
the Soviet leadership. It undoubtedly gave encouragement to the more restless 
elements among Soviet writers, who had been rebelling against the Party's 
dragooning of literature, and to those inside and outside the Party who 
favored relaxing the established Soviet policy of outlawing all strikes. In 
Poland, the speech was hailed as a kind of charter of liberty, and China was 
claimed as the patron of an intelligentsia which since the October days had 
largely emancipated itself from the ideological control of the Communist party 
authorities. 

The Chinese Communist campaign against the Rightists, however, was 
soon to put the matter in a different light. European Communists were 
bewildered by the sudden turn, for they had supposed the Chinese comrades 
to be going in the opposite direction. On May 29, a few days before the 
anti-Rightist offensive was launched, Polish readers were informed by a cor- 
respondent of Poli tyh writing from China: 

". . . a difference between Poland and People's China is the fact that the 
Chinese Communist party is now concentrating its ideological efforts on the 
struggle against dogmatism, subjectivism and bureaucratism. This does not 
mean that they underrate the danger of revisionism, which, for instance in 
Poland, is at present very great. It seems to me simply that the Chinese com- 
rades are of the opinion that revisionist tendencies on a large scale do not 
exist in China." 

It is, indeed, quite likely that in February Mao saw the arbitrary and 
tyrannical behavior of Party cadres as the most formidable problem con- 
fronting his regime, and that he was himself surprised by the volume of the 



anti-Communist feeling which bupt out when he i n v i a  outsiders to 'join in 
criticism of Party practice. But it w& certainly in accordance with his general 
theoreti4 position that the Party's campaigning capacity should be directed 
again~t either Left or Right deviation, whichever might seem the greater 
threat for the time being. 

What has a practical bearing on Communist international, as distinct from 
Chinars doke~tic, politics is Mao's support, on behalf of all Communist 
states, for a degree of sovereign independence and equality with Russia simi- 
lar to that which Communist China herself has always claimed. Insofar as this 
involves opposition to any Soviet attempt to put the clock back to 1952 in 
relations with the European satellites, it means a possibility of conflict with 
Moscow. But this is in accord with the reality of Communist international 
relations as they have developed over the past year and with the general line 
followed by Khrushchev. 
The decentralization of the Communist world which is thus being brought 

about, however, carries with it great dangers of ideol~~ical~confusion. It% to 
avert the threatened chaos that Mao has been trying to recreate -the unity of 
the Communist world on a new theoretical basis. This ia not being done in 
competition with Moscow, for Moscow is not trying to do it-and is appar- 
ently incapable of doing it. Russia's primacy in industrial and military 
strength remains beyond challenge, but Khrushchev does not seem to object 
to China now playing the hand ideologically for the solidarity of a "ply- 
centrio" Communism. After all that has happened in recent years, it is today 
easier for China than for Russia to preach sermons to the smaller members of 
the Communist family; and though the Chinese preaching may sometimes be 
irritating to Russian ears, the burden of its message is such as must meet with 
their approval. Communist states are to be mutually equal and independent, 
but they must always, if they are to be recognized as Communist, be Party- 
states; the dictatorship of the proletariat and the supremacy of the Communist 
party are declared to be unalterable principles of Marxism, not to be modified 
by any variety of "roads to socialism." There is nothing in Mao's reformula- 
tion of the Communist creed which implies democratization, in the sense of 
moving toward a political system which will allow the people a free vote be- 
tween the Communists and opposition parties. On the contrary, Mao makes it 
as clear as can be that in his conception the Communist party's hold on supreme 
power must be permanent and exclusive, and that other parties, if allowed to 
exist at all, can only be tolerated as obedient vassals. In the final analysis, 
Mao's "democracy" is simply an exhortation to Party cadres not to treat ordi- 
nary people as badly as they normally do. But there is all the difference in the 
world between treating a slave less harshly and setting him free. 
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Peking, February 27, 1957 

By Mao Tse-tung 
Chairman, Communist Party of China 

0 UR GENERAL subject is the correct handling of contradictions among the 
people. For convenience's sake, let us discuss it under twelve sub-head- 

ings. Although reference will be made to contradictions between ourselves and 
our enemies, this discussion will center mainly on contradictions among the 
people. 

1. Two Different Types of Contradictions 

N EVER HAS our country been as united as it is today. The victories of the 
bourgeois-democratic revolution and the socialist revolution, coupled 

with our achievements in socialist construction, have rapidly changed the 
face of old China.' Now we see before us an even brighter future. The days of 

1. The Chinese Communiste claim both to have completed China's 
bourgeois-democratic revolution and to have carried though a socialist 
revolution since they came to power. Early Marxist theory required that there 
be a full development of capitalist industry and the achievement of bourgeois 
political demucracy (regarded as necessary for the liberation of the productive 
forces from feudal restrictions) before a transition to socialism would be 
possible, and it was assumed that the interval between the bourgeois- 
democratic and socialist revolutions would be a fairly long one. The Russian 
Social Democrats originally held the view that the overthrow of the Tsarist 
autocracy must be followed by a period of rule by bourgeois partierr during 
which Russian capitalism would fulfil its historic mission of industrializing 
the country. But the Bolsheviks under Lenin took advantage of the confusion 
of 1917 to seize power eight months after the fall of Tsarism anci 
suppressed Russia's first democratic assembly the day after it met. The 
Bolsheviks did not, however, formally claim to have achieved socialism 
(involving general nationalization of trade and industry and the collectiviza- 
tion of agriculture) until 1934. In China, capitalist industry has never 
developed beyond its infancy and political democracy has never been 
established. The bourgeois-democratic revolution is supposed to have begun 
with the overthrow of the monarchy in 1912 but to have been frustrated 



national disunity and turmoil which the people d e t d  have gone forever. 
Led by the working class and the Communist party, and united as one, our 
600 million people are engaged in the great work of bailding socialism. 
Unification of the country, unity of the people, and unity among our various 
nationalities-these are the basic guarantees fur the aure triumph of our 
cause. However, this d m  not mean that there are no longer any contradictio~w 
in our society. It would be naive to imagine that there are no more contradic- 
tions. To do M) would be to fly in the face of objedive reality. We are -- 
fronted by two types of social con~adiction%--contradiction~ bdwsan o m  
selves and the enemy and contradictions among the people. These two types 
of contradictions are totally different in nature. 

If we are to hare a correct understanding of these two different types of 
contradictions, we must first of all make clear what is meant by "h people'' 
and what is meant by "the enemy." 

The term "the people" has different meanme in Werent comtries and in 
different historical periuds in each country. Take our country, for emmple. 
During the war of resistance to Japan- aggrsssion, all those clamw, strata 
and social groups which opposed aggression belonged to the category of the 
people, while the Japan- irnperiabts, Chinese traitors and the pro-Japanem 
elements belonged to the ostegory of QMmiss of the people. During the war 
of liberation, the United Stat- im-lists and their hcmchmenthe bureau- 
crat-capitdista and landlord claa+-and the Kuominttrng reactionaries, who 
represented thew two classes, were the enemies of the people, while all other 
classes, strata and social groups which opposed them enemies belonged to the 
category of the people. At thb stage of building socialinn, dl cl- mata 
and social groups which approve, support and work for the cause of locialist 

h t  by the dominaticw of the %arlordrn d them by the d 
of tbe Kuominrang. The uhtitutim of the dimtomhip O C = d  

it. The claim appeua to be heed on the fact thrt d d n g  the 6rt five yeam 
of heir rule the commnnist. dirpibuted landlords' -tee to tbs 
aa their private pmpertj and tolarated a private of hdwtm. 
nationalitation of bushem em- and e a ~ v t a t i a m  in 
only carried out in 195556. 

2. The &gum of 600  million^ 602 million, td be dshed 
from the 1954 cemus, which aormted in the of For~lrosrr d the 
Ovemeas Chin- to make up the total. Evm aftw deduction of thars 
categories, howwer, the for mainland a m  t a ~  be too hth- 
No complete cenm na, ewer trlea in Cbinrr befm the 4hmPnjrt. 
to power, but wal l - fded  appnnimate of population nejrr rnrrde 
in the Thirtia On thebariroftheuei , i tworrldhave~sphsnoPPaP.l  
in- under the uufavorabls c o n d i h  pmduced ths I.pma@ invaab 
and tha sdmqnemt Jvil war to approach the now d r U .  The boutfd 
manner in which &nunun& lead- m t l j  repeat @he firPre od 600 
million for C W ' r  populatian ~q~aeek &at h wao a far tlcb 
tmmm-mker~. There can be no reawnable doubt, however, that the popdution 
of mainland C h h  ia w d  over 500 dew 
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one hand and the national bourgeoisie on tb. other, contradictions within the 
national bourgeoisie, and so forth. Our People's Government is a government 
that truly represents the interests of the peopb and serves the people, yet 
certain contradictions do exist between the G o v m t  and the maws6  Thep 
include contradictions between the inter- of the t$a,te, coUective interests 
and individual interests; between democracy and centralism; Ixtween those in 
positions of leadership and the led, and contradictio~w arising from the 
bureaucratic practices of certain state functionaries in their relations with 
the masses. AU these are contradictions among the people; p e r f l y  w k i p g ,  
underlying the contradictions among the people + the basic identity of the 
inter- of the people. 

In our country, the contradiction between the working class and the national 
bourgeoisie i s  a contradiction among the pempk The cka. st&h waged 
between the two is, by and large, a class struggle witbin ths ranks of- the 
people; this is because of the dual character of the national bourgqisie iq, our 
country." In the years of the bourgeois-democratic revolution, there w~ll a 
revolutionary side to their character; there was , a h  a tendency to cowrp- 
miee with the enemy-this was the other side. In the period of the w i a W  
revolution, exploitation of the working class to qake profit. is one dd4  .while 
support of the Constitution and willingness to accept s o c i b  t r d r m a t i o n  
is the other. The national bourgeoisie differa from the i m m b b ,  the land- 
lord. and the bureaucrat-capitalists. The contradiction between exploiter q d  

5. I b e  admivim that ruder Communist rule there can be -I&+ 
betweem the Governmesat and the ~ P ~ U I  waa the mwt ~ ~ l e  adrPidoar 
in Mao'a .psccb, and it waa the one which w, e m & m m d  K h m d & ~  wh& 
he waa asked about it in hi. televidon interview with American 118wm@ia+. 
In apite of the did- about Stalin's tyranny, the Russian ODmmrimiLtr 
are rtill amnilling to admit that anything of the natmw of a lcmntradW~p 
cur exiet between r Gmmaaniat government a d  the muwe6 of the pbople 
whoae in- b Jaims to rcprem~t. h is eomethbg tb.t Mae rhopld 
recqnh the pcnribity, thoryh  h e  deprives the &tion of p m d d  . m e e  by indating that every rueh contradietion a n  be d y d  within 
the framework of the Commonirt partydtate. 

6. k pointed out above (Note 4). Mao counts the - h a d ,  -hie 
am baviq both ratagoarirtic and non-antagmWc conhradicdmm with the 
warkimg clasr; thir i, ita L * d d  charaetcr." There b a fwduneqtd Mupa, 
however, between the radicrrlimm of the bourgdmh in *. period of the 
-ratic revolutfon which may lead d o 9 1  ob it in- &tical 
a l h m x m  wita Communhta (the Kuomintang in 1928-21 d the lhmocmtic 
Inyrrs and other gmupa aftcr 1945) md it. to ccapt 
sod.llrt ~ f o ~ t i o n ' ~  under Commnnh rule. The former i. qrrh4 in 
acamhcb with 116.ndrt theoq, k t  the latter is rhidt lldult 
nopld have rsl;ar&sd as rbaard, In Bprri., eapitdbtr3mem expm@ntsd, 
b r u h r n r n o p r s ~ t b . t t ~ W d i t ; t b d a r i u m O f f h s ~  
for iu onn Jasr Uquidation ir r pmdidw of Bfao'r Chinr- A u u d l ~ ~  
b n o e v i d m c e t h a t c a ~ i n ~ a n ~ ~ t h a n ~ m i # , ~  
"-t tnnrfocrmtian," bat “Weal re-'' ia x s q d m d  
~ - b f ~ r s l l i o P s .  1 I 



exploited which exists between the national bourgeoisie and the working class 
is an antagonistic one. But, in the concrete conditions edsting in China, such 
an antagonistic contradiction, if properly handled, can be transformed into- a - 
non-antagonistic one and resolved -in a peaceful way. But if it is not properly 
handled, if, say, we do not follow a policy of unity, criticizing and educating 
the national bourgeoisie, or if the national bourgeoisie does not accept this I 
policy, then the contradictions between the working class and the national . 
bourgeoisie can turn into an antagonistic contradiction as between ourselves 
and the enemymf 
Since the contradictions between ourselves and the enemy and those among 

the people differ in nature, they must be solved in different ways. To put it 
briefly, the former is a matter of drawing a line between us and our enemies, 
whiie the latter is a matter of distiiguishing between right and niong. It is, of 
course, true that drawing a line between ourselves and our enemies is also a 
question of distinguishing between right and wrong. For example, the ques- 
tion as to who is right, we or the reactionaries at home and abroad-that is, 
the imperialists, the feudalists and bureaucrat-capitalists-is a h  a question 
of distinguishing between right and wrong, but it is different in nature from 
questions of right and wrong among the people. 

Ours is a people's democratic dictatorship, led by the working class and 
based on the worker-peasant allianm8 What is this dictatorship for? Its first 
function is to suppress the reactionary classes and elements and those exploit- . 
ers in the country who range themselves against the socialist revolution, to 
supprem all those who try to wreck our socialist construction; that is to say, 
to solve the contradictions between ourselvea and the enemy withii the coun- 
try-for instance, to arrest, try and sentence certain counter-revolutionaries, 
and for a specified period of time deprive landlords and bureaucratcapitalists 
of their right to vote and freedom of speech-all this ,come. within the mope 

7. If the borysdsie b pmperly handled by the Communist party -ugh 
critiei~m and dueation and if it aeeepte this policy, then i b  contrad?diom 
with the working dam dl be nm-antagoniatic and it will m m d n  a part of 
the ~ l e ,  but if either of them conditiams ie not fdMled h parsss into 
the category of "the emany." This ie an dartation to Party & not to 
be too h h  to the bourgeo- rather the exhmqpdis now f~ctioning 
as managem ~r a3tpertti--bat it is even more R warning to the latter not to 
re~k BUddi6t t?aU6fmti0n. 

8. The idea of a U d e m ~ t i c  dictatomhip" of workers and peasanb goea 
back to the day6 before the R u d m  Revolution. The combination w d d  
emelude l andhb  and the bomgeoisie, but would in theuq be democratic 
becanoe the peaoanb formed the great majority of the popdation. The 
peaannu were to be won wer by the promioe of dbtdmtion of l andlo '  
mtes, but tha urban proletariat, although a minority, mmt lead thd 
partnanbip bacrtum the ideology of the peammts W ~ I Y  petty burg& In 
China, there w a ~  for a long time greater emphasis on the peasant deb of 
the rllknce, and the national bnrgeoisie waa included in the clam -ping, 
but the nominal widembag ef the d l  base did not make any diffemmca to 
the Conmudat putl'~) detewmi~tion to achieve total pow-. 



of our dictatorship. To maintain law and order and safeguard the intemb of 
the people, it is likewise necessary to exercise dictatorship over robbers, 
swindlers, murderers, arsonists, hooligans and other scoundrels who seriously 
diimpt m i a l  order.@ 

The second function of this dictatorship is to protect our country from 
subversive activities and possible aggression by the external enemy. Should 
that happen, it is the task of this dictatorship to solve the external contradic- 
tion betwken ourselves and the enemy.1° The aim of this dictatorship t to 
protect all our people so that they can work in peace and build China into a 
socialist country with a modern industry, agriculture, science and culture* 

Who is to exercise this dictatorship? Naturally, it must be the working 
clasa and the entire people led by it" Dictatorship does not apply in the ranks 
of the people. The people cannot possibly exercise dictatorship over thun- 
selvea; nor should one section of them oppress another section. Law-breaking 
elements among the people will be dealt with according to law, but thia i. 
different in principle from using the dictatorship to suppress enemies of the 
people What applies among the people is democratic centralism? Oar consti- 
tution lays it down that citizens of the People's Republic of China enjoy free- 
dom of speech, of the press, of assembly, of association, of procession, of 
demonstration, of religious belief and M, on. Our constitution also providea 

9. It is interwting to me Mao coming out with the argument &at the 
Commrmist party's violen8 represaiob, of its political op-to <-- 

. revolationariea) is on a par with any aode~'r "dictataddp~ over cmmm~~ 
criminrb. A democratic state indeed puniahcs as A c e r t h  de&rsd acb 
of tmamm or rebellion, bat for a totnlitarian state dl k, the will 
of the d i g  paw is in itrelf crhinal while the complete concentmth of 
power in the Party dictatomhip removes dl checlu5 or rssh.kLioPr on the 
latter in dealing with the opposition. 

10. The " = t e d  enemy* for the Chineme C o d &  is, of eo~rss, 
imperialiem, represented particularly by the United Statas. But,  eve^ 

tliat China is threatend by aggredon from outside, them is no 
for aaiy dietatomhip merely in order to defend the country. Liberal democratic 
stuer are also capable of defending t h d v e e .  

11. ''The working class and the entire people lad by it" bplder yrin &at 
the Communist party represents the whole populatioa except for the dements 
specifically designated aa "the enemy? But in fact the Gnmmnht 
party exe& the dictatorship, and even ib ranked-fib mcaabarrrbip ie 
virtually pwc~less. As in other Communist comntriea, the people ir dowed 
neither dectoral choice nor any farm af organhatiam indepemdsnt of the 
partpatate. Didatorship "by % peoplem fs a pure fictions. 
12. The principle of demoeratic wntnllsm nu dm a amcept 

applicable to the Communist party itaelf and not to the etate. The theory 
wag that the Party members in their local branch- ahauId elecr amtraI 
executive committee which would in tarn impom d d  disdpliue on all 
memhers for carrying oat all decisions taken. In intra-Party pmdce, harrevtr, 
democratic centralism became, as one observer put it, "dl -tor and no 
circumference." As extended to the whole people, it baeomsr evsa more 
fictitious, for the electmate under Cornmudat rule can only approre a mingle 
list of nominrrted candidates and har no ehob between pardem. 
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tbs I& ana1ps;S it serves thc' econbmic base. The same ib  true of freedom. ,Both 
democracy and freedom are relative, not absolute, md they come .hto being 
and develop under qe&c historical circumstances. 

Within the radm of the people, democracy stands in nktion to centrdism, 
and freedom to discipline? They ,are two conflicting aspect. 05 a single mtity, 
contradibory as d as united, and we should not one-sidedly emphasize one 
to the denial of the other. the rank  of the people, we curnot do with- 
out democracy, n a  can we do without centralism. Our democratic centralism 
mkns the unity of democncy'ad centralism and the unity of freedom and 
discipline. Under this system, the people enjoy a wide measure of democracy 
dil freedom, btn at the same time they have to Lap &emselves within the 
bounds of socialist di$cipline~@ M this is well undcxstood by the people. 

While we stand for frsdlom w3th leadership and democracy under central- 
i d  guidance,'in no sense do we mean that coercive mewrea should be taken 
to settle ideological matters and questions involving the distinction between 
right and wrong among the people. Any attempt to deal with ideological mat- 
ters or questions involving right and wrong by administrative ordm or coer- 
cive measurm wil l  be not only ineffective but h a r d .  We cannot abolish 
religion by a d m i i ~ a t b e  orders, nor can we force M e  not to believe in it. 
We ' dabat compel- people to* give np idealism, any sore &an we oan force 
them to belim hi M e .  In mling maiters of an idwlogical nature or 
controversial issues among @ peopley we am only u ~ 6  democratic methods, 
methods of discuseion, of criticism, of peksutlplion and education, not coercive, 
high-handed methods* In order to cam on thdr poiluction and &dies 

politico merely amvea the axmode b a e  for the mdabt mIutian ir 
iteelf a political act, a d sum of ltrrte panar whereby the reIadow*of 
p ~ o n u m ~ ~ E a r ~ ~ m , ~ t a ~ ~ t h s i d e a  
o f d s m ~ c ) . ~ t b a t o f t l a b ~ M p d t h s p d ~ t h ~ i t m s  
believed that tEu, dnm tsmdidan~ ripe for a u d a b  mdude~ the 

proem af umcmtrrdoa ab p m  and srobioa of the middle 
d u r s s ~ h . r s n w a e t h s ~ a a r i j ~ d d r c l ~ r P a n ~  
mld thir 1 ~ f o P a t y ~  *e ra*dfuim gsr4od d d  govern i t m a  

--dcan~ tnithotlt my -9, w- ths boor- 
gdde WOUW be deprived '& pdCtid.-rQghts. What wae not baghed in 
p r a ~ ~ w s s t h e ~ n d o n o f a ~ ~ ~ \ r h i c h  
naaEd a t rdvdy  M v e  -u of demoera* t d o m  

19.'Fa %&dirt diaeipbew iard ~~ p m y  ralaw Tks people, 
~~~ to say, can have fast ar much demcmcy and frsadonr as ia 
umpntibbbhh dre ~ C Q ~  humopaiy at popideal power bl the thn- 

- iabpnfrt,w* , 
..SO.. & *dement d genaiae amviakm that to emerge ixt this 

however d i d n g  It be with arcsrall Party pdiq, mar be 
attribarsd to*Mao*m own paswnul bridcgnmd. He is himrolf a product of 

,.- tb CMneee hMUgenwia in its mm alert, and &the pdod 
md ia d anve that iatdectna1 cmmmiona tannot be made simply by 
adduhmtive k. The time when he war library e t  in Peking 
N a d d  Umhmiv, in the zni& of the e x ~ e a t s  and amtmverdea of 
the Chinem "mamieaance" of the eady Twenties, was andoubted17 the most 
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effectively and to order their lives properly, the people want their government, 
the leaders of productive work and of educational and cultural bodies to 
issue suitable orders of an obligatory nature. It is common sense that the 
maintenance of law and order would be impossible without administrative 
orders. Administrative orders and the method of persuasion and education 
complement each other in solving contradictions among the people. Adminis- 
trative orders issued for the maintenance of social order must be accompanied 
by persuasion and education, for in many cases administrative orders will 
not work. 

In 1942, we worked out the formula "unity-criticism-unityn to describe this 
democratic form of resolving contradictions among the people.s1 To ehborate, 
this means to start off with a desire for unity and resolve contradictions 
through criticiw or struggle so as to achieve a new unity on a new basis. Our 
experience shows that this is a proper method of resolving contradictions 
among the people. In 1942, we used this method to resolve contradictions in- 
side the Communist party, namcly, contradictions between the doctrinaires 
and the rank-and-file membership, between doctrinairism and Marxism. At 
one time, in waging inner-Party struggle, the "left" doctrinaires used the 
method of "ruthless struggle and merciless blows." This method was wrong. 

In place of it, in criticizing "left" doctrinairism, we used a new one: to 
start from a desire for unity and thrash out questions of right and wrong 
through criticism or argument, and so achieve a new unity on a new basis. 
This was the method used in the "rectification campaign" of 1942. A few 
years later in 1945, when the Chinese Communist party held its 7th National 
Congress, unity was thus achieved throughout the Party and the great victory 
of the people's revolution was assured. The essential thing is to start with a 
desire for unity. Without this subjective desire for unity, once the struggle 
starts it is liable to get out of hand. 

Wouldn't this then be the same as "ruthless struggle and merciless blows"? 

formative period of hie life, and there may well be today a deep inner 
confiict betweem lYIao the dieputant in a free intellectual circle and Mao 
the totalitarian dictator. 

21. Mao'n problem in 1992 was to persuade the fanatics and stalwarts 
of the Part]r to agree to the maw moderate, mpple and c o r n ~ s i n g  tactice 
which enabled the Communists to win away M, much support from the 
Kuomintang in the yeam that followed. The methods of "ruthlcu struggle 
and medlew blowu'' were applied by the "left d m '  ' ebn in pnrgiq the 
Party as well as in d&p with outsideru. Today, Mao t d o p b  ta d 
excessive violence and r e p d o n  by Party eealota beeause he fears it may 
aliemate the mamm from the Party as happened in Hungary. But there ia 
no valid analogy betneen the me of the formula "unitydtik-unity" for 
controvemies within ths Party and ib application to the nation at large. Ib 
Mao my3 the m t i a l  thing is to start with a d e s k  for unity, and this can 
reanonably he txpected to &t on both eidea in a party whom memhm have 
voluntarily joined it on a bade of common principles. But no mch cammon 
brsis exists in relation to those for whom the Commurht is d y  a 
coercive authority urd who do not accept ito excludtrle right to govern. 



Would there be any Party unity left to speak of? It was thia experiepce that 
led us to the farmula "unity-criticism-unity*" Or, in other words, "take warn- 
ing from the pa& in order to be more careful in the future" and "treat the 
illness in order to save the patient." We attended this method byond our 
Party. During the war, it was nsed very successfully in the anti-Japan- bases 
to deal with relations between those in positions of leadership and the massea, 
between the Army and the civilian population, between officers and men, 
between different units of tha Army, and between various groups of cadres. 
The ase of thia method can be traced back to still earlier times in the history 

of our Party. We began to build our revolutionary armed for- and bases in 
the south in 1927, and ever since then we have used thin method to d d  with 
relations between tbs Party and the masas, between the Army a d  the 
civilian population, between officcos- and men, and in general with rdations 
among the people. The only difference is that during the anti-Japanese war 
thir method was used more purposefully. After the liberation of the country, 
we used this m e  method-LCunity-criti~iam-unity"-in our rehitions with 
other democratic partia and industrial and commercial circles. Now our task 
is to continue to extend and make &ill better use of this method throughout 
the ranks of the people; we want all our factories, cooperati~dg boslner &- 
lishmenta, schools, Government offices, public bodisbin a word, all the 600 
million of our people-to use it in resolving contradidioxu among t h d v e 8 .  

Under ordinary circumstances, contradictions among the people are not 
antagonistic. But if they are not dealt with properly, or if we relax vigilance 
and lower our guard, antagonism may &. In a d i s t  comhy, such a 
development is usually only of a localized and temporary nature. This b 
because there the exploitation of man by man h~ been abolished and the 
intere- of the peaple are basically the sunc. Such antagon&tic actione on a 
fairly wide scale a. took place during the Hungarian events am accounted for 
by the fact that domestic and foreign counter-revolutionary e1eme11t.s were 
at workm These actions were a h  of a temporary, though special, nature. In 
casea like this, the reactionaria in a socialist country, in 1-e with the 
imperialists, take advantage of contradictions among the people to foment 
disunity and dissension and fan the flames of disorder in .n attempt to achieve 

22. B¶ao Is hem involved in the difficuItiea whtch bwet aR t h m a m h  
in to explain away the eveato in Hs rdmhr that it WM 

amtradictiona amemg the people that beorms an-% that is to MY, 
that there nas i n d d  a popmlar uprising, But he aEEcmpl, to reduce the 
a i g n i k c a  of this admidm by that " d d c  md f- 
amnter-dationary elemePts wewe at d." The madommries and im- 
pdalht agents, he aqmm, take advantage of contradieticma a- the 
people to foment dbder,  and hmca them may be nmao remb in a 
Commanir~ed country "if [La, ammdidom rrmnanc. the psopbl 
are not dealt dth properly, cw if we rclar vigihm md 1- 4." 
Two kinds of action are therefore called forclon~ths one hmd, ~~ to 
resol- cantradietiona amory the people by amdiation d ~ I W S  of 
ghmncea, and, on the othe, i n d  vigilance a- o6mrm-1- 
activiq. 
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that this ir a nmi issue? The reason is that in the past an acute struggle raged 
between ourselves and our enemiea both within and without, and contradic- 
tions among the people did not attract as much attention as they do today. 

Quite a few p p l e  fail to make a clear distinction between these two dif- 
ferent types of contradictionk-those between ourselves and the 'enemy and 
those among the people-and are prone to c o n k  the two. It mu* be admitted 
that it is sometimes w y  to confuse them. We had instances of such confusion 
in our pa& work In the supprauion of counter-revolution, good p p l e  were 
sometimes mi&aken for bad." Such things have happened before and dll 
happen today. We have been abla to keep our mistakea within bounds be- 
cause it hae been our policy to draw a sharp line between our own people and 
our enemies, and where mistaka have been made to take suitable measures 
of rehabilitation. 

Murirt philosophy holda that the law of the unity of oppositm ia a funda- 
mental law of the universe. This law operatea everywhere, in the natural 
world, in human mioty, and in. man's thinking. Opposites in contradition 
unite es well ar mggle  with each other, and thm impel all things to m o v ~  
and changa Contradictio~ns exist everywhere, but aa things differ in natuFu so 
do aantxadictiom in any given phmomcllon or thing; the unity of oppositm 
is conditional, temporary and tranmtory, and hence relative, whemu 
between opp6htea h ahlute. Lrpia gave a very clear expoaitioa of thia law. 
In our country, a growing namber of people have come to understand it. For 
many peoplq howeven, awuptance of thia law is one thing and its application, 
examining and dealing with problems, ia quite another. Many dare not 
acknowledge openly that there still exiat contradictions among the people, 
which are the very forma that move ow society fornard. Many people rsfnsc 
to admit that contradictions atill exist in a socialist d e t y , w  with the d t  
that whem confronted with social contradictions they become timid and hdp- 
less. They do not udmtand that aociab society grow8 more united 
consdidated precicaly through the d e w  pr- of correctly dealing with 
and resolving contradictions. For thia reason, we need to explain thhp to 
our people, om cadra in the fir& place, to help them understand contradic- 
tions in a socialist society and l a m  how to deal with such contradictions in 
a correct way. 

Contradictions in a roaiabt Moiety are fundamentally Mmmt from con- 
- 

2 6 I t i r ~ j a p i t y i f U g o o d p s o p I s n e r e ~ P r b t r L a o , f ~  
b.d,nandlYlreirmdsPbt~~forth~Itbnot~,tbowsrsr,how 
*rrJtrsb msurvcr e# ~ ~ t a t S o n H  a m  to be takdp for people d m  have 
bean aecutul by mistake. Thom who were not executed can -7 
& ~ i f ~ b . v e d v s d & e ~ ~ t h s f ~ - ~ c r m p k  - 

25. If %many people refuse to admit that c o n t r r ~ u ~  rtiU axist in a 
soci.lbt: Ioda~,* it must be at any rate pad7 due to the Cmmmnbt 
proprlCllr& which rapmreatr d human umilict u due tm the of 
private -7 d depictr the -1)scLiviat 1 0 d ~  u a prndbe of h.mraq 
a n d i n n ~ T b s i d a t h a t t h s n u r m a l ~ c c t r d h ~ m r n b a i a p c m ~ r r 0 l  
m a d f e a , ~ ~ a f ~ p d v a t e ~ C I I t h b ~ d ~ ~  
h r k j t J l w l t w v h r d f o r . . . . ~ . - m - . .  
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pott of steel. was only something over. 100,000 tons. Now, only seven yean a b t  - ' 
libemtion of thq. corn, our rrad aytput already emsedr 4 million tom. .&- 
old.China, b re .  ~&~. .hardly  any-imgheering industry to speak of; motnrqar '? 
and aircraft. iadustcies ,nvere.nomcx&tent; now we have them . + , b4 

When ths . rab of. imperialitam, feudalism and bureaucrat-capitaltm .was. 
overthrown by the people, many were not clear as to where China w u  headca 
-to capitalism or e a l i s m ,  Facts.give the answer: Only wialism can .roe 
Chba.P The moislht system bas promoted the rapid dmlopment of the pro-. 
ducthe fwcea.of our co~ntry-this~ is a fact that even our enemits abroad. 
have to ~ a b ~ w l e d g e .  - . : . f 

I .  ,l 
I s Z ' c  

But4 our socialist systems baa just been et  up; it is not yet f d y  d l i e h e d ,  
nor yet. full ~co~balidated~ In joint state-private industrial and c o m m d a t  
enraprim* ~ p i t s l i d s  still tillecdve a- fixed rate of interest on their clpitd, . 
that is to say, exploitation sti l l  exists.- So far as ownership is concerned, these 
cnterprisss are not ,.yet ccompletsly socialist in character. Some of our ztgrid . 
tural .lanrEr h d i c s a h  . prdueem' , cooperatives are stil semi-midist, while 
even. in the:~tPlly swialist cooperat3ves certain problems. about ownership. 
remainsto Bsceolved,. Rdationabips in,production and exchange are still being 
gradually esta3,lishd along .rocislist lines various wdors of our eccmonq. 
and morelad-mm~appropriate forms are being sought. It is a complicated . 
problem to- d e 4 m  a proper ratio between accumulation and c m p t ; a ~  
within that sectonof socialist economy in which the means of production are 
owned by the whole pe+ and that sector in which the means of prducti'otk 
are cdbctivelp .owned, a* wd as between these two sectma It is not sasy .to. 
work out a, p&llg'*rational soluhnfito this problem all at once. a 

To sum up, socialist relations of production have bem established; they are 
). suitehto the development of the productive forces, bat they are still far from 
,. wffegt, 4 t h e i r - i w f ~  qspects stand ins contradiction to the developvnent 

c$,theprodpctixe fo~:cee.? There is conformity as well as contradiotiqn -be- 
' 
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that the capitalist aptem had not yet reached ita maximum cap*. Since 



tween the rdations of production and the development of the productive 
forces; similarly, there is conformity as well as contradiction between the 
superstructure and the economic base. The s u p e r s t r u c t u r ~ u r  a t e  institu- 
tions of people's democratic dictatomhip and ita laws, and socialist ideology 
under the guidance of Marxism-Leninidas  played a positive role in 
facilitating the victo y of socialist transformation and the establiihment of a 
socialist organization of labor; it is d t e d  to the socialist economic baea, that 
is, socialist relations of productioneaO But survivaIs of bourgeois ideology, 
bureaucratic ways of doing thii in our state organs, the flaws in certain 
links of our state institutions, stand in contradiction to the economic base of 
socialism. We must continue to r m h e  such contradictions in the light of 
specific conditions., Of-course, as these contradictions are resolved, new prob- 
l em and new contradictions will emerge and call for solution. For instance, a 
constant process of readjustment through state planning is needed to deal 
with the contradiction between production and the needs of society, which 
will, of course, long remain with us. Every year our country draws up an eco- 
nomic plan in an effort to establish a proper ratio W e e n  accrrmulation and 
c~nsumption and achieve a balance between production and the needs of 
society. By "balance" we mean a temporary, relative unity of opposites By 
the end of each year, such a balance, taken as a whole, is upset by the struggIe 
of opposites, the unity achieved undergo- a change, balance becomes hp 
balance, unity becomes disunity, and once again it is necessary to work out a 
balance and unity for the next year. This is the superior quality of our phmed 
economy. As a matter of fact, this balance and unity is partially n p t  wory 
month and every quarter, and partial readjustments are called for. Some- 
times, because our arrangements do not correspond to objective reality, con- 
tradictions arise and the balance is upset; this is what we calI making a mis- 
take. Contradictions arise continually and are continually resolved; thii is the 
dialectical law of the development of things. 

This is how things stand today: The turbulent clam struggb waged by the 
massea on a large scale characteristic of the revolutionary period. have, in 
the,main, concluded, but class struggle is not entidy over. While the broad 
masses of the people welcome the new systsm, they are not yet quite accw 
tomed to it. Government workers are not s&ciemtly experienced and B o d  

the Chinem level of production is far below that of the lslding orpitdbt 
nations of Europe and America, there crnnot be 0x1 Marxirt p d  a 
'#eater suitability of a d h t  rather than a capitab w o w  ta the 
productive fonxs at this stage. But C h b ,  of C O ~ ,  has earriad a rtsp 
further the Rassian Revolrrti011'1 di-ce from the o r i g h l  BbxW 
expectation that the &list revolution would come first in the moat advanwd 
induetrial countries. 
30. The state inatitations of Commnni& C b a ,  in which the ceat.4 re&@ 

is the dictatorship of the Commlmist party, may be ''suited'' to imddiet 
relatiom of production, bat they are only necesrarJ. for it -far aa thme 
relatiom have to be impoeed by a minoriq on the peopb crf C b .  If 8he 
bulk of the Chinem people really wanted the new the P w  dictator- 
ship would be anperfluoue. 



continue to .examine and explore ways of dealing with questions relating to 
specific policies. 

In other words, time t needed for our socialist system to grow and consoli- 
date itself, for the masses to get accustomed to the new system, and for Gov- 
ernment workers to study and acquire experience. It is imperative that at this 
juncture we raise the question of distinguishing contradictions among the 
people from contradictions between ourselves and the enemy, as well as the 
question of the proper handling of contradictions among the people, so as to 
rally the people of all nationalities in our country to wage a new battle-tbe 
battle against nature-to develop our economy and culture, enable all our 
people to go through this transition period in a fairly smooth way, make our 
new system secure, and build up our new state. 

: 2. The Suppression of Counter-revolution 

T HE Q U E S ~ O N  of suppressing counter-revolutionaries is a question of the 
struggle of opposites in the contradiction between ourselves and the 

enemy. Within the ranks of the people, there are some who hold somewhat 
different views on this question. There are two kinas of person8 whose views 
differ from ours." Those with a rightist way of thinking make no distinction 
between ourselves and the enemy and mistake our enemies for our own 
people. They regard as friends the very people the broad masses regard aa 
enemies. Those with a "leftist" way of thinking so magnify contradictions 
between themselves and the enemy that they mistake certain contradictions 
among the people for contradictions between ourselves and the enemy, and 
regard as counter-revolutionaries persons who really are not. Both these viewa 
are wrong. Neither of them will enable us to handle properly the question of 
suppressing counter-revolution, or to correctly assess the results in this work. 
If we want to correctly evaluate the results of our &orb to supprm counter- 
revolution here, let us see what effect the Hungarian events had in our country. 
These events caused some of our intellectuals to lose their balance a bit, but 
them were no squalls in our country. Why? One reason, it must be said, was 
that we had succeeded in suppressing counter-revolution quite thoroughly.8a 

Of course, the consolidation of our state is not primarily due to the suppres- 
sion of counter-revolution. It is due primarily to the fact that we have a Com- 
munist party and a liberation army steeled in decades of revolutionary strug- 

.31. The hue of mppreming counter-revolot9onaries p m v i h  Mao with 
a perfect opportanity of defining left and right deviatiorur from the aofiect 
Party line ar represented by himsetlf. Leftbta regard aa c o u n ~ r e v o l u t b d m  
-la who d y  are not, and rightists fail to regard ae wuntcr-dudon- 
d m  people who d y  are. Thm, ldth provoke avoidable hoetilie by 
e x d v e  rigor, while rightists endanger the reghe by nudm M01q. ktar 
on in his #pee& (Note 66), Mao ram that the ri#htht. are the more dangerma 
of the two. 

32. Mao b evidently proud of the work accom- hi. Lillrrrr But 
the implication that the Hungarian Communie~ were nudigemt in this 

& mmewhat imrprising and would prob&bIy be r?hallm by Rakeri 
and the AVH. 



gle, as well as a working people which hu been similarly stded. Our Party 
and our armed forces are rooted in the musa; they have been tempered in 
the fiaxnea of a protracted revolution; they are strong and they can fight. Our 
People's Republio was not built overnight It developed step by atsp out of 
the revolutionary bases. Some leading democrats88 have also bem tampered 
in one degree or another in the struggle, and they went through troubled tima 
together with us. Some inteIlectuab were tempered in the strugglw against 
imperialism and reaction; since liberation, many of them have gone through 
a procesa of ideological remolding which was aimed at making a clear d&c- 
tion between ourselves and the enemyew 

In -addition, the consolidation of our state is due to the fact that our eco- 
nomic measures are basically sound, that the people's livelihood is secure and 
ia steadily being improved, that our policies toward the national bourgeoisie 
and other classes are also correct, and M) on. Nevertheless, our succem in sup  
pressing counter-revolution is undoubtedly an important reason for the con- 
solidation of our state. Because of all this, although many of our college stu- 
dents come from families other than those of the working people, all of them, 
with few exceptions, are patriotic and support d a l i a m ;  they did not give 
way to unrest during the Hungarian events. The same was true of the national 
bourgeoieie, to say nothing of the basic m ~ h e  workers and peasants. 

After liberation, we rooted out a nwnber of counter-revolutionaries. Some 
were sentenced to death h u m  they had committed serious crimes. This was 
absolutely necessary; it was the demand of the people*as It was done to free 
the masses from long years of oppression by counter-revolutionaric. and .11 
kinds of local tyrantbin other words, to set frw the productive forces. If we 
had not done so, the maases would not have been able to lift their heads. 

Since 1956, however, there has been a radical change in the situation. 
Taking the country u a whole, the main force of counter-revolution has beem 
rooted out. Our basic task is no longer to set free the productive for- but to 

33. "Some leading dcmocsata" refem to the politichu of the Detammatic 
League, ths R d d ~  Klladntang and other n011-t parrps 
n h i c h d d d n i t h t h a C o m m P n b d ~ t h e d p i l w a r . S i a c s ~ m r d e h t  
speech, however, a nnnhr of them have been desr0011oed ru dghti&s and 
beeome victims of * m l t  di6p1eamuwa 
34. Struggle againat imperirllrm and reaction (id., the Japanam, the 

Anrsricam and the Kuomintang) was not enough by CommnnW rt.ndudr; 
the progressive intellectuale had to be taught to make 'La clear dhinctiam 
between ourselvleb and -the enemy," by which is meant that all opposition to 
the Communist party must be identified with "the enemy." 

35. In spite of his boast that "won suppremed wuntewevolution eo 
thoroughIy, B b  appeara unwilling to take full mspmdbility fop 
nmmerm of 1952. It hsd to be dona, he ~ y s ,  becaw "the people demanded 
i t n m d  alrq of eor~re,  "to m free the prductive foras.'' Sin- the W* 

campnign, dth its dreadful "aeuumtion rallied' and prrblic exacutku, was 
in fad organ id  and d e d  oat by the Conammh party to d d a t e  ite 
power under the of the Kurean War, Mao's explanation b rimply a 
nth- c l w m ~  attempt at parsing the bmk 



pdotect m(l expand them in. the coatext of tba.neir relatbm of production. 
Soms'peopld do not u n d e ~ d t h a t  our p d V p o 1 ; q  fit5 the p m k t  situai 
tibn' and our past policy fitted the past situatidn;; ?.hey iramt to makb we of 
the preaent policy t o  meme  decisions on past casesm and to d a y  the great 
meass ~ + e  achieved in wppr&ing counter-revolution. This is quite virong, 
and -the people will-nof permit it. 
kb regards the suppression of counter-revolution, the main thing is that 

we have achieved successes, but mistakes have abo been made.' There were 
exasees in some cases, and in'other ca& 'counter-revolutionaries w& ov&- 
looked. Our policy is: UConnter-revolutio~aries rust be suppressed when- 
~ e r  they are fomd; mistakes must be corrected wheaev4:r they are discov- 
etsct" The line we adopted in this work +as the m a d  line, that is, the mpprcd- 
sion d counter-revolution by the people 'themme1veaw~~ counq even with the 
adoption of this b e ,  mistakes &I sti l l  k u r  in o m  work, but they wi l l  be 
fewer and easier to coriect. The inaims have gamed experience through this 
struggle. From what waa ddne correctly they lea~j3ed h& things &odd be' 
dona. From what was done wrong thsy Ieamed weM lesmhb aa to wlip mi* 
taka were made. 

'Step have bem or are being taken to correct mistakes which have already" 
been h o v e r e d  in the work of suppresshig c o u n t e r - ~ o l u t i o ~ e s .  Thoba not 
y& discovered will be cdrrected as soon as they comd to light. h c i ~ ~ i o m ' o n  
exoneration and rehabilitation should rheive'the rrms nksure  of publiijty d 
t h ~  briiginal mistaken decisions. I propwe that a compr&hen&ve r h m t  of the 
work, of suppressing counter-revolution b'e made thio year or nbxt to stnu up 
uwiience, foster a spirit of righteousnass mid hombat unhealthy tendencies. 
Nationally this task ahould be handled by the Standing Committee df the 
Nrtiorial People's Congress and the Standing Committee of the People's Politi- 
cal Conrultative Conferace, and locally by' the provincial and municipal 

L .  

- .  36. biro here refem not k the "mistakeP which he addtr (Note M), 
but to convictionr which he regards as proper* WSome peoplen ( i a ,  the 

!*-tieti) want thase convietiom in rcamiance with the more 
''- iscsnt policy of "kiancy." Bat Mao b undlbg to a m  to thia and win 

cab "the people" to hie aid; t h e  wil l  not it. 
- 37. Htm "the people" are dragged in again to shars fn the bbd-gdt 

of the Communist leademhip. The technique d tdbs CMnsse Conmwrnirt mob 
M;' thCir careful r t a g e - m a w  and mfivdaaas krdtrnnrmt b 

, ' a f h  been ds6cribod, Them oyetelllstic kiUinga had nothiry in ammmm with 
' &huine oxitbureta of rpontandDlrs popular fury; the victims d e c t d  
' by the A t y  police and might as well have been liqufdated fn prison 
c e h  but for the psyehoIogkd advantage to be w e d  by a e  
public participate in it. In European Communist crmntrias, it hu been 
~us tomaq for maan meetingo to demand death sentences an the accad  in 
"Mg atate triaIr but not actuaIIy to witness the bxecutiom. In Europe, put 

' exemtima had everyivhere' eermd to be performuid for more t h  a -ti- 
beforu the advent of the €hmrnm&t and R d  mghea, but in Chiar &- 

' wait en under thb Manchu monamhy and the mdadm into the prwent 
' m, eo that they were no d e l w  2a (Idhrk Chinme a d  macb.1- r h d g  

than they wodd have been in Earopt* , 



people's councils and oonkirteei of the Peoi)bts PoIiiicdt Consultative Confer- 
eqcp. -In,:thi@,pview, we must help and not pour cold water on .the law= 
n w p  qb$p&i~naries and activists who took part in the work* Ij L.mt 
right.40 dampen their spirits Nonetheless, wrongs must be righted when they, 
a q  discovered. ?&is must be the.-attitude of all the public security organ4 tht. 
prvur(eiea and .the judicial departments, prisons or agencia charged with 
tbp ~ f o m  of grimhale thrpugh labor. We bops that wherever poasible mun- 
b e p  pf the -ding Committee of the National People's Congress and of the 
Ppopls's Political Consultative Conference and the paople's deputies will rll 
take part in this review. This will be of help in perfecting our legal system and, 
also in+dealing ~orrectly with countermvolutionaries and other crimhak 

l ly  prmqt situation with regard to counter-re~oltltionaries can be r ~ t e d .  
ii$ese ,vo~ds: There still are counter-revolutio11aries, but not many. In the 
fir@ place,. there, still are co~r-revolutionaries. Some people say that there, 
aren't-wy qnd &at all is at peace, that we can pile up our pillowa a d  j~ut go, 
to+.$leep, But WB is not the way things are. The fact is that there fl are 
cen&r,-~evplutionaries (this, of course, is not to say you will find them. 
~ Y ~ X J T ~ J ~ ~ B  and in every organization), and we must continue to fight them* 
It mqst .b understood t b t  -the hidden counter-revolutionaries atill at lugs 
wq not take it lying down, but will certainly seize every opportunity to make 
trouble, qnd that .the United States irnperialiste and the Chiang Kai-rha 
clique are con@.qtly sending in secret agents to carry on wrecking activitieb,< 
Evm when aU the counter-revoIutionaries in existence have been motad out,& 
newlpnG may emerge. If we drop our guard, we shall be badly fooled and 
suffer for it seqerely. Wherever counter-revolutionaries are found pakipg 
trouble, fhey &odd be rooted out with a firm hand. But, of course, taking the 
country as a whole, there are certainly not many counter-revolutionaries It. 
w9$d be wrosg to say that there are st i l l  large numbers of counter-rtvdu- 
tioqarieg at large. Acceptance of that view will also breed confusion." 1 

. 8 1 ' -  
- . . 

..v 38.. Inratigatioou to m- Umi.t*resw hare m t~ 
only for tho 1955 campaign against counter-revoluticmariea and no~rs for  ths 

- more massive earuer terror. The danger of "pouring eald W I ~  an ths 
'hem1 of the "fdnktionaries and activists" who carried out tha .nd 
, ~ t i W a r y - t ~  is, of .course, a very red one .ad m-t cutam the 
p4hhktigh90h topull thdr pmnch& in all but the most scan- if 

h ~ f i 6  6' chlled on to do the Pare's work once get tb Mea that 
;'*.A Mkelj' be Ppnished or blamed for the d they rhw k their * .  
,'*aik;" ji '-+"be diffidt to evoke wfficient energy and enthriamr fmr it 
" ' 44e &$ti 6 &6& amices are raqnired. ' ' 139: k tars paragraph, Mao appears to hover to and fro betweem dm view 
'"FLh;t '&~revolotionaries are still a eeriom menace and the rbr i h t  
.'yh'b.' ddr only a lar d them left. Them in a dilemma hsts ; if he +- 
.;*th~~&esst.iU~poircriuI afmr all the eff- that have bsan mub to m p  
'-tbin,ot& ib t d i s ~ ~ n g  for the Party cadres, but if, on the othe bmd, 
~ . M ~ a s J h i r e b s a a I m a t & h t e d , t h e r ~ i . a r L L d ~ . I d L u s  

j mid dnpihiamcy. IS is not easy ter strike a balance b e e n  them o-ife 
~ o n r f d d b .  . -a 



3. Agricultural Cooperation 

W E HAYE a farm population of over 500 million, so the situation of our 
pasants has a very important bearing on the development of our 

economy and the consolidation of our state power. In my view, the situation 
is basicdy sound. The organization of agricultural cooperatives haa baa 
successfully completed, and this has solved a major contradiction in our 
country-that between socialist industrialization and individual farm econ- 
omy. The organization of cooperatives was completed swiftly, and so some 
people were worried that something untoward might occur. Some things did 
go wrong, but, fortunately, they were not so serious 

The movement on the whole is healthy. The peasants are working with a 
will, and last year, despite the worst floods, droughts and typhoons in years, 
they were still able to increae the output of food crops. Yet, some people have 
stirred up a mhiature typhoon; they are grousing that cooperative farming 
won't do, that it has no superior qualities.40 Does agricultural cooperation 
possess superior qualities or does it not? Among the documcnta distributed 
at today's meeting is one concerning the Wang Kuo-fan cooperative in 
Tsunhna County, Hopei Province, which I suggest yon read. This cooperative 
is situated in a hilly region which was very poor in the past and depended on 
relief grain eent there every year by the People's Government. When the co- 
operative was first set up in 1953, people called it the "paupers' co-op." But, 
as a result of four years of hard struggle, it has become better off year by year, 
and now most of its households have reserves of grain. What this cooperative 
could do, other cooperatives should also be able to do under normal condi- 
tions, even if it may take a bit longer. It is clear, them, that there are no 
grounds for the view that something has gone wrong with the cooperative 
movement. 

It is also clear that it takes a hard struggle to build up cooperativea. New 
things always have difficulties and ups and downs to get over as they grow. 
It would be sheer fancy to imagine that building socialism is all plain Miling 
and easy success, that one won't meet difficulties or setbacks or need not make 
tremendous efforts. 

40. The Chinese Communists are very proud of the fact that they pt the 
peumnta into "cooperatives" (virtually equivalent to R-ian kdkAarar) 
without the resistance, b l d h e d  and famine that attended colledvirtian 
under Stnlin. Thb wae achieved principally by ae~nranetll that the peamnts 
could withdraw from the cooperativea again if they wished .n8 by mabtaad.1 
credits given to the cooperatives, but denied to privata farmers, u induce- 
ments to join. The relative mumthneae of the collectivisntian, however, haa 
not meant a solution of the prdblem of agriculture m y  mors thrn e k u b  
in the Communist world; all the complicationr of collective fanning familiar 
from European examples appear to have cmpped up in C h a  rlso. lYIarrrrrar, 
large numbere of peasants have taken advantage of their right te larrs tbb 
cooperatives after a period of memberohip, and the brit of f u a a b  (& 
of the p d  of which have, according to bnumnbt beem 
squandered) cannot be maintained without diverting ~~ f d  
from induutrial investment, which the Conrmunirtr am u n d b g  8 0  do. 
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- tions is t h q  arise. Accumulation is essential for both the stiitejaddh CO- 

operative, but in neither case should this be overdone. We&dd:dtK- 
thing possible to enable the peasants in n'o-1 ysars to raia-tlrein 
incomes year by year on the basis of increased productio~.* 4 , ~  ' ' ~ ~ ~  - .ij 

Many people say that the peasants lead a hard life, ansF bime 
sense, it k That iit to say, because the imperialisb and tbdr mts o p d d ,  

-?exploited and impoverished our country for ovet a m m q i  tb b b & d 7 0 f  

living not only of our p e m t s  but of our workers and'intelledtndsmAd.is 
- still low. We will need several decades ofqintensive effow ta*raiw&eebtldord 
of living of our entire people step by step. In this sen- Y h a r d " . - t ~ ~ e h e ~ h t  
word But, from another point of view, it is not right to say,.#ar&.*! We 
refer to the alleption in the aevem years since libemtimi, the,& ainbe 

. iworksrs has improved but not that of the peasantaOM ks a mattsrda6~iifact, 
with very few exceptions both the workers and the peasants am better otr~.$hm 

: before. Since liberation, the peasants have rid themmlves of kndlodwplaita- 
tion, and their production has increased year by pear. lTslae the-aus:of food 

. m o p  In 1949, the country's output was only something ~ V W  2lO~.biHion 
catties 1105 million tons]. By 1956, it had risen to s a m f i g  or& 360 

- billion catti- an increase of nearly 150 billion eatties.9 vThe5state agr lakanl  
tax i~ not heavy, amounting only to SOIXW 30 billon ~~.ttk.~ a. ysar:j Grdn 

. bought from the peasants at normal prim only pmountssto s m d h g ~ o v e r  
50 billion cattiea a year. Them two items together total otca.~8or:bilti~ 
clnia More than one-half of. this grain, furthermore, i e  moldld. in ths 

.. und nearby towns. Obviously, one cannot say &at there has been no h p r ~ e  
went in the life of the peasants. We are prepared to stahil$ze ovenla asmbcr 
of yean the total amount of the grain tax and the, amount of grab 

- by the state at approximately something over 80 billion catties a y- dj:' 

- 'l'hia will help promote the development of agridtore and~mnsolid.ts%he 
cuopratives. The mall number of grain-short ~boaseho* stilt found&& 
cumtryside will no longer go short, so that, with the Qccsaciontaf tustrin 
. peasants who grow industrial crops, all peasant ~hiuseholdL~11 lhave 

1,. .I . 

, C o m m d t  (3lina is likely, 8ny moae t b r a r h  ,GmalUe 4m-dmY~~ 
. : modify its prgram of forced i m d ~ ~ ~ ~  qnd ICIIXP$@:! 

to the extent reqldred. Any mbstantial rim in the real ins 
peasants must mean a h r g 6 d 8  divemian of remums f---i- 
bto umaumer-goods induatries, or of foreign exebasgem*,imptMt 

, p& and mch diversions are contrary to the buiq obwqrrr 
emmmie plmninn, , , I l l ,  It.- 1 

a 43. It is the gpera1 d e  in C o m m m r i l l t - ~ . - 4  eoumkricsrtbrt~tb psurnt 
,  come^ off worse than the i n d d  worler. Not O& i a . t h e - # - r d  . F, be b a d  polit idy on the worker rather tban oa.l8bl.- bat 

I - .. .eamodeaUy the policy of intenaim industridiimtipac da~gatft.~ t b q b f i l l l b a n  
, worker W a r  u the overri- need is to pm-, f-,,at, ' CObt 

- f ~ r i h a k f - i . h r b u l , T h s k a t & ( h ~ . ~ , ~ ~ ~  
-, *aafm<ml~ths-ydJe- ,uqb~f- .%.w-  

t o h a v e ~ l b k l ~ ~ i ~ b ~ ~ ~ m i ~ t s c n d .  .. . , A  , . - . . . t . - . ~ : , - ~ t . w : ~ ~ ! ~ ~ : . j  



reserves of food grain or at least become sslf-$&dent. In thi. wqy, there 
6II be no more p o r  pmmfs , a d  the &andard of living' of dl the p a r r n t s  
will reach or surpase the level of &at of the middle peasants. It is not right 
to nuLs a iuperficial comparison between the average annual income of a 
peasant and that of a worker and draw the conclusion that ths one is too low 
and the other too high. The productivity.of the workers is much higher than 
that 'of the peasants, whii the cost of living for the pessanta t much lower 
than that for workers in the citim," so it cannot be aaid that the workers 
receive specid favors from the state. However, the wagea of a d number 
of workers and some Cosset personnel are rather too high, and the 
peasants have reason to be dinarth'sfied with this, so it ia neceamq to make 

, certain appropriate readj- in the light of apscific c i r c u m s t m ~  

A The Qu.ctton of Indusb.klktr, and Bru%Humen 

T HE YEAR 1956 saw the trarisformation of privately owned industrial and 
commercial *rprisea into joint atate-private enterprim as well as the 

organization of cooperatives in -agriculture and handiciafta as part of the 
- tranafonnatibn of our social system. The speed and s m h e s s  with which 
this was carried out are closely related to the fact that we treated the contra- 
diction between the working clam and the national bourgeoisie as a contradic- 
tion among the people. Has this class contradiction bem rraolved compbaely? 
No, not yet. A cowidmable period of time is  ill tequired to do so. How- 

' ever, some people say that 'the "oapbiists have baen BO remolded that thtg are 
now not much difFtientvfrom the woikers and sthat further remolding is 
umecessaijr. Others go so far. as to say that the capita@ are wen a bit 
better than the wo~kem Still others a&, if molding is neceeearry, why does 
not the working claso undergo rexxtolding? Are these opinions conset? Of 

' course not. . , .  

In building a*sociaIiat society, all need molding, the exploiters as well u 
- the working-people. Who says the working c h  does not need it? Of courw, 
remolding of the exploiters and that of the working people are two difheat 
types of remolding. Ths twt~ mu& not be confused In the ckrs tittmggle and 

- thd struggle agaimt nature, the rrorlriag clras remolds the whob kkiety md 
at the same time remolds itself. It must continue to learn in the process of its 

- work ad-iaep by step overcome its shortcomings. -It mugt n-mer atop doiirg 
so., Take us who, are present here, for yample. Many of us rmlra some 

- - -  - - 

I )  , I 

~ . ~ h t h e w i C ~ & n a ~ r o n i l i n g i n ~ i t t ~ o  
amamam tha lproductivity of wqrkem a* tbat.d paruatr: by am7 criteria 

~ , , d a f ~ m a r L t t ~ ~ ~ b a c a ~ g C t b e ~ r u n v a r ~ m t o k ~ h f o o d  
! prices. Tlab 80 bwiog, tpuiq  clod f- tha pu..r. b the Gopsllpmcat 
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progress each year; that is to say, we are being remolded each year. I mydf 
had all sorts of non-Mamst ideas before. It was only later that I embraced 
Mamsm. I learned a little Marxism from boob and so made an initial 
remolding of my ideas, but it waa mainly through taking part in the class 
struggle over the years that I came to be re~nolded?~ And I must continue to 
study if I am to make further progress; otherwi8e I shall lag behind. Can 
the capitalists be so clever as to need no more remolding? 

Some contend that the Chinese bourgeoisie no longer has two sides to its 
character, but only one side. Is this true? No, on the one hand, members 
of the bourgeoisie have already become managerial personnel in joint state- 
private enterprises and are being transformed from exploiters into working 
people living by their own Iabor. On the other hand, they sti l l  receive a fixed 
rate of interest on their investments in the joint enterprises, that is, they have 
not yet cut themselves loose from the roots of exploitation. Between them 
and the working class there is dl a comiderable gap in ideology, sentiments 
and habits of life. How can it be said that they no longer have two sides to 
their character? Even when they stop receiving their fixed interest paymrmt. 
and rid t h d v e a  of the label "bourgeoisie," they rill Al need ideological 
remolding for quite some time. If it were held that the bourgeoisie no longsr 
had a dual character, then such a study and remolding for the capitabb 
would no longer be needed. 

But it must be said that such a view does not tally with the actual circum- 
stances of our industrialists and businemma, nor with what most of thexu 
want. During the past few years, most of them have been willing to study and 
have made marked progress. Om industrialists and businemnen can be 
thoroughly remolded only in the course of work; they should work together 
with the staff and workers in the enterprim and make the mterph tbe 
chief centers for remolding themselves. It is also important for them to 
change certain of their old views through study. Study for them ahould be 
optional. A h  they have attemded study groups for some weeks, many indus- 
trialista and businessmen, on returning to their aterprieea, h d  they speak 
more of a common language with tbe workers and the representatives of state 
ahareholdinga and so work better together. They bow from personal experi- 

45. Mao ramtrdr hie hearera that he was not a l w a p  a IIdurdrt, and he 
attributae hie preeent widam not so much to his intellectual c01lvBhbion as 
to %khg part in the b -gle? The d y  Mae, frpm mch frrpns~tul 
glimpeee as we have of him, meem% to have been a relatively attractive 
individud-the earneat, romantic rtudsslt who d u d  to work on hb fathsa'r 
farm because he wanted to am ti nu^ hir education and waa fd of rchsnrcr 
for the h t i m  of hir eoanm and of dI mmlhbd, He ~WUXIIW that dI 
t h s ~ W l y w h e b m r ~ e h b a s s r f c # & i m ~ B ~ i t  
may be dwbted that mora than two h d a  of enad lwrrllk 
f d l d  by eight parm of virmdy U u t e  power, a m  l€h& to .drmas 
e i h & h ~ m t h e ~ n d r # r u n d f n l : o f h a n u n ~ i n i t , ~  
dsasot upsctk 



ence that it is good for them to keep on studying and remolding t h d v e ~ . " ~  
Tha idea just refe~ed to that study and remolding are not necessary does not 
reflect the +iews of the majority of induetrialists and businessmen. Only a 
small nu.mber of them thi& that way. 

, . A 'The Question of Intelfectuals . , 

C ONTRADICTIONS within the ra& of the people in our country also find 
expression among our intellectuals. Several million intellectuals who 

worked for the old society have come to serve the new society."? The question 
that now arises is how they can beet meet the needs of the new society and 
how we can help them do so. This is also a contradiction among the people. 

Most of our intellectuals have made marked progress during the past seven 
years. They express themselves in favor of the socialist system. Many of 
them are diligently studying Marxism, and some have become Communists. 
Their number, though small, is growing steadily.'Qere are, of course, dl 
some intellectuals who are skeptical of socialism or who do not approve of it, 
but they are in a minority. 

China nesds as many intellectuals as she can get to carry through tbe 
colossal task of socialist construction. We should trust intellectuals who are 
really willing to'sem the cause of socialism, radically improve our relations 
with them and help them solve whatever problems have to be solved, so that 
they can give full play to their talents. Many of our comrades are not good 
at getting along with  intellectual^.^^ They are stiff with them, lack 'respect 

46. C a ~ i n l y  the industrialim and businessmen who are now emphed 
a8 managen in atate enterphea underatand that it t "important for them 
to change certain of their old rim through study." It is a matter of survival 
for them. Thq m a  be able to "talk the language" and keep on the right 
side of the Paw cadrea But d o r m i t y  d a t ~  not 11-7 imply convertdoh 

47. The &gum of ''-1 million* indicatea that lldao f using the term 
"intellectnab" in a eer~. wide sense, to eomprh all educated people who 
nre (or were) not capitdh. It covers dtan and J o d ,  dvera j@ and 
school teachers, mcimtiets, doctom and emgineem. In Soviet d d a d i e a -  
tion, uintellectua199 has eome to include all who are not peasants or maxtual 
workem and thua to give a rmpectable label to the Comm* bumamcmq 
itself. 
48. The b'pmgmm9' made by many intslleetuab #bee the Communists came 

to power hag mldom been without wit id em ti on for their careens. Moet of 
the genuine amverte to Communism had made up their minds before the 
Commamb wan the civil war. The recruite which a revoluti- pmrty 
obtatrs after it has eoma to pcme~crparticularly if it introduces a ryetern in 
which alI jobs depsnd on Party patronag- n e c e d y  of a differemt kind 
from thoee who join it while it t still in the political wildemem. 

49. This b not mrphing in vim of the Wty of well-educated people 
in the Collupunist party and the abundance of c a b  who can da;m j& 
am veterrmu of the rew,lntioxm~ wam but have had little or no education 
except for short courses in Marxiem-Leahiem. It is said, however, that most 
Chinese intellechmln prefer the ignorance and boorishnem uf nemditcnteu 



for their work, and interfere in scientific and cultural maad- in a way that 
is uncalled for. We must do away with an such ahortcominga 

Our inte11ectuals have made some progress, but they should not be com- 
placent. They must continue to remold themselves, gradually shed their 
bourgeois world outlook and acquire a proletarian, Communist world out- 
laok, so that they can fully meet the needs of the new society and closely unite 
with the workers and peasants. This change in world outlook is a fundamental 
one, and up to now it cannot yet be said that most of our intellectuals have 
accomplished itP0 We hope that they wil l  continue making progress and, in 
the course of work and study, gradnalIy acquire a Communist world outlook, 
get a better grasp of Marxism-Leninism, and identify themselves with the 
workers and peasants. We hope they wil l  not stop halfway or, what is worse, 
slip back, for if they do they will' find themselves in a blind alley. 

Since the social system of our country has changed and the economic basis 
of bourgeois ideology has in the main been destroyed, it is not only necessary 
but also possible for large numbem of our intellectuals to change their world 
outlook. But a thorough change in world outlook takes quite a long time, 
and we should go about it patiently and not be Impetuous. Actually, there are 
bound to be some who are all along reluctant, ideologically, to accept Marx- 
ism-Leninism and ~ommunism. We should not be too exacting in what k e  
expect of them; as long as they comply with the requirements of the state and 
engage in legitimate pursuits, we should give them opportunities for suitable 
work. 

There has been a falling off recently in ideological and political work among 
students and intellectuals, and some unhealthy tendencies have appeared. 
Some people apparently think that there is no long- any nsed to concern 
themm1vca about politics, the future of their motherland and the ideals of 
mankind. 

It seems as if Marxism, which was once all the rage, is not 80 much in 
fashion now." This being the case, we must improve our ideological and 

ret in authority over them to the more emphisticated -7 Ot those fmm 
thair own ranks like Kuo Mejo, who have d &e& P- md4 to 
mppresr literary rivals and eritiea, 

50. QuyinCZ; one% world outlook is never easy for an ad* and it need 
c a m  no mmprb that, according to Ma* "it lrtt be said tbit moat 
of our intebctunb have accomplished it." He i. mdy to be pdemt with 
them and give them tima But when he warns them not 8 0  djp back, beeawe 
by doiw M) they wi l I  find themselveo in a blind alley, he ie imp- that 
the future be1m~ to Communism, and thie is jmt w b  dnce dm Castbume- 
mant of Std in  md the uphmval in H-, many Chinese intdlechmb have 
comb to d d t .  

51. In this remark ean be detected a certain nor* for the days when 
Manrism was the h t c ~  thing on the campus of Peking Nuimaul U n i d t y ,  
the new, exciting doctrine which, in the dap of €%ha's -teat weakaess 
a d  *, barnad to have answers to all questious. lUao noaM no dotlbt 
like hie P w  cadres to revhe the mimionary enthdaam of 1920. But a 



political work. . Both studepts and intt$lectuals should study Marxism-Leah- 
ism, current eve"n6 r$d political &airs in ordez to progress both ideologically 
and pdithlly.' Not to h e  a correct political point of view ia like having W 
s b d  Ideological remoldmg in the past was n e c m y  and hm yielded p&pt 
r ~ a k &  But it was-cadd  on in a somewhat rough and ready my, and the 
fee&@ of some pmpleswere hurtthb was not good6% We mrist avoid mtch 
shoitcominge in the future. All departments and organhations concerned 
shcmld take up their respbnsibilities with regard to ideological and poh'tical 
work; Thia applies to the Conrmmist party, the Youth League, Governmbt de- 
m e n t s  r e s p o d e  for this work, a d  especially heads of educational in&- 
tutionis and' teachem Our educational policy must enable everyone who gets an 
education to.'dmdop morally, inte11eztuaUy and physically and become a 
&red, iwc4s)ist-minded worker. We must spread the idea of building oar 
country through hard work and thrift. We must see to it that all our young 
people understand that ours is still a very poor ~ o u n t r y , ~  that we cannot 
change this situation radically hi a short time, and that only through the 
united efforts of our younger generation and all our people working witb 
their own hands can our country be made strong and prosperou~ w i t h  a 
period of ~ i e ~ m l  decades. It is trne that the eetabliehment of our s d & t  
system has opened the road leading to the ideal state of the future, but IPU 
&ust work hard, veiy 'hard indeed, if we are to make that ideal a d t y 8  
Some of aur young people think that everything ought to be perfect once a 
socialist society ia established and that they should be able to enjoy a happy 
13% ready-made, without working for it. Thia is unrealistic. 

faith at ponerk, eompubq  liaenem by martinet poUtierrl bo#er 
MI& d o m e d  by thug policemdn can nevw regain the freehem of a r m  
which once promid to "pdl down the mighty from their mtr and d t  
& e h m n b b m d d n  

52. To my that "tlae feelings of some people were hurt'' ir a -ece 
3 af u n d e m m t ,  FOP bensitiva individd, tbe bdn* with 

ha 4 4emuwillt;olu by aoUeagmm and enforced a e I f a i t i h  h d v e d  
-the naqa acute .mental d e r i n g ,  and evca the mort tough-xninded feud it - had rn berrr. TIqe mult  in some c a ~ l  n- intcnded--to make a nmn 
. ~ 1 ~ g f ~ p u t l i ~ d d o b ~ h m p i r f t t b l t I M h a d t o t r l r s ~  
klthe psrn faith as the oaly way of regahkg  his mlf- but oftem the 

-.-c) Icft behind a bittsr remmtxmmt which bodes no d fee the 
Contmunist regime. Mao evidently now rceo(;nir;er tbrt the effect. of 
" i ~ ~ o a l ~ 1 ~ ' '  have not beear entirely 

1 p. China hns gmat natural reso-, but outside Mancburia,,whem an 
, induemid base war seated by the Japanese, it is much mom backward 

economicollr h a .  Russia wan in 1928. If China is to induathba m p w  
or ~f income, it must mean intenee privation, for a 1-6 period for the p#t  
ntnjolity of @e people; aid from Russia and the Earoper~ C h  ' t  
eouatrics is not likely to be on a sufficient scale to modify this dtartion 
foadampentdly. But years of Conamuniet pmmireb of a better. life ham ill 
prepared the ymger  generation for an epoch of hardship 4md  am^. h 
ia Hungaryi the Communiete " a r w d  enomnow expectation# ind'daires" 
among the r o d  which they ham not been able to fuEl. 



,. r. a 
6. The Question of National Minorities 

T HE PEOPLE of the national minorities in our country number more than 
30 million. Although they constitute only 6 per cent of China's total 

popuIation, they inhabit regions which altogether comprise 50 to 60 per aent 
of the country's total areasM It is therefore imperative to foster good relations 
between the Han people and the national minorities. The key to the solution 
of this question lies in overcoming great-Han chauvinism. At the same time, 
where local nationalism exists among national minorities, measures should be 
taken to overcome it. Neither great-Han chauvinism nor local nationalism 
can do any good to unity among the nationalities, and they should both be 
overcome as contradictions among the people. We have already done some 
work in this sphere. In most areas inhabited by national minorities, there 
has been a big improvement in relations among the nationalities, but a 
number of problems remain to be solved. In certain places, both great-Han 
chauvinism and local nationalism still exist in a serious degree, and this calls 
for ,our close attention. As a result of the efEorts of the people of all the 
nationalities over the past few years, democratic reforms and socialist trans- 
formation have in the main been completed in most of the national-minority 
areas. Because conditions in Tibet are not ripe, democratic reforms have not 
yet been carried out there.55 According to the 17-point agreement reached 

54P, The peoples described as national minorities actually fan into two 
gronpq which should be distinguished. There are the variom non-Chinese 
m-tain peoples of western and southwestern China, who are rem~nto  
of earlier inhabitants overrun by Chineme aettlemat; them psopl~b a m  too 
much mixed up with the Chinese, and usually too lacking in distinctive 
caltnre, to be more than national minorities. But the Tihatans and the 
people of East Turkebtan (Sinkiang) could form separate national mtes, 
and the Mongols of Inner Mongolia could be united with those of Outer 
Mongolia, who already have a national mte. The denial of indepenht  
nationhood to these peoples by the Chinem Communiets, who are hce6mmtly 
denouncing the iniquities of imperialism, is due to their determhation to 
maintain intact the frontiers of the old Manchu empire, except far Out= 
Mongolia which wae separated from China by the action of the Met Union. 
In the enrrmt Chiiese Communist formula, all the peoples within these 
frontiers are Chinese, but those who speak Chinese as their mother tongue 
am distinguished as the Han. 

55. "Democraticn reforme have had to be postponed in Tibet because of 
national resistance, which broke into open reocolt in Kham Province to the 
east of Lhaea. It was not difficult for the Chinese Army to break down the 
defensivs line of the ill-equipped Tibetan troops, but the Chinese garrime, 
once established in the country, are dependent on sapplies from Chin-ere 
being no surplus of food in Tibe-nd are vulnerable to guerrilla warfare, 
for which the terrain is ideally suited. Rathe than face such a "muqub," 
the Peking Government has been content to reach a temporary campromise 
with the Tibetan native authoritiee whereby the €%inme garriwma and 
f-1 (%hem tmvereignty are retained but there is to be no farther 
interference for the time being with the Tibetan way of life. 



between the Central People's Government and the h a 1  Govtrnment of Tibd, 
reform of the social system must eventually be carried out. But we should 
not be impatient; when this will be done can only be decided when the gsat 
majority of the people of Tibet and their leading public figures consider it 
practicable. It has now been decided not to proceed with democratic reform 
in Tibet during the period of the second Five-Year Plan, and we can only 
decide whether it will be done in the period of the third FivaYesr Plan in 
the light of the situation obtaining at that time. 

7. Overall Planning, AH-around Consideration and 
Proper Arrangements 

T HE "overall planning and all-around consideration" mentioned here 
refers to overall planning and all-around consideration for the interests 

of the 600 million people of our country. In drawing up plaas, handling 
affaira or t h i i n g  over problem, we must proceed from the fact that China 
has a population of 600 million people. This must never be forgotten. 

Now, why should we make a point of this? Could it be that there 
people who still do not know that we have a population of 600 million? Of 
course, everyone knows this, but in actual practice same are apt to forget it 
and act a. if they thought that the fewer people and the smaller their world 
the better. Those who have this "exclusiveclub" mentalitys6 resist ths idea 
of bringing all positive factors into play, of rallying everyone who can be 
rallied, and of doing everything possible to turn negative factors into positive 
on* serving the great cause of building a socialist society. I hope the~a 
people will take a wider view and really recognize the fact that we have a 
population of 600 million, that this is an objective fact, and that this i a  our 
asset. 

We have thi. large population. It is a good thing, but of course it aIso has 
its dif?iculties. Construction is going ahead vigorously on dl fronts; we have 
achieved much, but in the present transitional period of tremendoo. social 
change we are still beset by many difEcult problema Progrem and dScnltiea 
-thb is a contradiction. However, all contradictions not only ahodd but can 
be resolved. Our guiding principle is overall planning and all-around con- 
sideration and proper arrangements. No matter whether it is the question of 
food, natural calamities, employment, education, the intellectuals, the united 
front of all patriotic forces, the national minorities, or any other qtrestion, 
we must always proceed from the standpoint of overall planning and all- 

56. The LLuclosi~dab rnentJitf9 is a very natural cmmeqmmce of th4 
way a C o m m d  operates. The Party member i to have 
hia whole life centered in the Party and ito work; he livm r p i r i w  in a 
c l o d  world shut off from the rert of mankind, and he gem 011uicb it only 
far idhwtimr and propaganda puqws Them activities reem Iwa - 
whaa the P w  is in power and can command obedienm W d  of ninain(: 
support. In (I Comm*.governed state, the Pam mambsr rsprdr- d 
nmr&~~unimte ar hb inferiom and doer not wish to lllir with them more 
thanhehamto. 



around consideration for the whole people; we must make whatever arrange- 
menta are suitable and possible at the parti& time and place and after 
consultation with dI those concerned. On no account should we throw matters 
out the back door, go around grumbling th.1 there are too many people,57 
that people are backward, and that things are troublesome and hard to handle. 

Doa  that mean that everyone and everything should be taken cue of by 
the Gmernment alone? Of courw not Social organizations and the muses 
themselves can work out ways and means to take care of many mattem 
involving people and things. They are quite capable of devising many good 
ways of doing so. This also comes within the scope of the priaoiple of "overall 
planning, 4-around consideration and proper arrangements." We should 
give guidance to social organizations and the mas- of the people everywhere 
in taking such action. 

8. On 'Lefflng a Hundred Flowers Blossomp 
and 'Letting a Hundred Schods of Thought Contend' 
and Gng-term Coexistence and Mutual Supervkionp 

'I\ A HUNDRED flowers bloasom" and 'let a hundred schoola of thought L coutend," "long-term coexistence and mutual supemision"-how did 
these dogans come to be put forward? 

They were put forward in the light of the specific conditions existing in 
China, on the basis of the recognition that various kinds of contradictions 
dill &st in a socialist society, and in response to the country's urgent need 
to speed up its economic and cultural development. 
The policy of letting a hundred flowers blossom and a hundred schools 9f 

thought contend is designed to promote the flourishing of ths art. and the 
progress of science; it is designed to enable a socialist culture to thrive in our 
land.58 Daerent forms and styles in art can develop freely, and different 

57. "Too people." In C b a  mom than anywhere else, the multi- 
tudinouanesa of humanity is apt to be ovleruhelming. The early Epropcrn 
travelera in China were deeply impreaaed, and aometimea appalled, by the 
vast numbem of the population. It  is intereatinn to find that the Chin- 
Communists themaelvea are affected by this feeling of being lost in the crowd. 
Whether the total number of the Chineae is 600 or 500 million, them are 
a great many of them, and changing the beliefs and habits of one of 
them ia an undertaking which must look bigger and bigger the dtbaer one 
get0 to it. 

58. It ia to Ilrlao's credit that he recognizes that ''the flodalbg of tha 
arts mnd the progress of science" retpim -me degree of freed- Mae's 
.problem, however, ir how to have freedom in the artb and den- without 
having any freedom h politics, and the problem is in the last a d p i s  
induble. The Communists themaelver admit that the arts and 6 c e a  
cannot be insulated from politics, and the anmedianu opante both Way& 
Freedom of d a l  ratire in the novel and drama and f d o m  for wit id  

. d y a b  in hiotory, amiology and emnomica mmt have the effect of d b g  
. h. quast .  the dogma8 of Communiem and it# d h m  to abdmte .pow- 

rodety. The "free dincudom in artistic and dentifie drdd"'nhieh 



sohools in science can contend freely. We think that it is harmful to the 
growth of art and h c e  if admhbtrative measure8 are d to impom one 
particular styla of art or school of thought and to ban another. Quessions of 
right and wrong in the arts and sciences should be d e d  through free dis- 
cuoeions in artisti0 and scientific hits and in the course of practical work 
in the arts and dmca They should not be d e d  in summary faahion. A 
period of trial is often needed to determine whether something is right or 
wrong. Int the past, new and correct things ohan failed at the outset to win 
recognition from the majority of people and had to develop by twists and 
turns in struggle. Correct and good things have often at first been looked 
upon not as fragrant flowera but as pohotll l  d; Copemicus'a theory of 
the solar system and Darwin'~ theory of evolution were once dismiwwd as 
erroneous and had to win tbrougb over bitter oppition. Chinese h r y  
ofisn many similar examplee. In socialist society, conditions for the growth 
of new things are radically different from and far snpsrior to thoas in the old 
society. Nevertheless, it still often happens that new, rising forces are held 
back and reasonable suggestiom s ~ n o t h ~ d . ~ ~  

The growth of new things can also be hindered, not became of deliberate 
suppression but because of lack of diocemmcnt. That is why we should take 
a cautious attitude in regard to questions of right and wrong in the arts and 
miemces, encourage free discussion, and avoid hasty conclusions We believe 
that thia attitude will facilitate the growth of the arts and s c i a a s  
Marxism has also developed through struggle. At the beginning, Marxissn 

was subjected to all kinds of attack and regarded as a poisonous weed It b 
still being attacked and regarded as a poisonous weed in many parts of the 
world. However, it enjoys a Werent position in the socialist countries. But, 
even in these countriq there are non-Marxist as well as anti-Mantist ideolo- 
gies. It is true that in China socialist transformation, insofar as a change in 
the sy- of ownenhip is concerned, has in the main besn completed, md 
the turbulent, large-scale, mass class struggles c h a r d c  of the revolu- 
tionary periods have in the main concluded. But remnants of the overthrown 
landlord and comprador* chsaes gill exist, the bourgeoisie still existo, and 

Mao would like to ree and the dictatorial rule of the Co- partf which 
he is determkd to d t a f n  us ultimately hneompdble, and, u mcmt 
ewnta in China have ana nmm shown, free d k t d o n  gats down the dnia 
w h e n w e  it appeam that the power of the Party is *tend. 

59. The -hash on new ideas pnwid- Mao with one mean3 of dl01pe 
from the impliartiom of hb U M m ' '  He ir d a t k  not to d e r  
new idccy but, of amme, rll i k  coming fmm Weatem demacmtie 
-eomrtrh are old idau ~ince they belong to what ia, on Ildarxiet-Ldht 
pramires, an earlier s ta~e  of sodd evolution. 

60. In thb pamgq the 'Lcomprcrdor" d a ~  ia mabotituted for the "buteau- 
m d c  apitdieteb) as ana of the two reactionary e l a m  whieh h.rs bean 
sliminrted. The compradores w w  the Chinem agsata of forsigu medmnts 
ux%k the old trshtpport *tern in China; wually d d e d  in the 

-80- ~ t e o u t m f r s a e h o f  C h i w r s ~ f f i d . l ~ ~ a n d i n v a r i o u a  
wan drew adorntage.from the extratamitorid psivllger of the f- 



the petty bourgeoisie has only just begun to m o l d  itself. C h  struggle is 
not yet over. The class struggle between the proletariat and the bourgeoisie, 
the class struggle between various political forces, and the class struggle in the 
ideological field between the proletariat and the bourgeoisie will still be long 
and devious and at times may even become very acute. The proletariat leslu, 
to transform the world according to its ;nm world outlook; so does the 
bourgeoisie. In this reqect, the question of whether sociulism or capitalism 
will win is still not really d e d .  Marxista are still a minority of the entire 
population as wedl as of the intellectuals." M.rrian therefore must still d a  
velop through struggle. Marxism can only develop through &rugg1&11 is 
true not only in the past and present, it is necemmily true in the future h. 
What is correct always develops in the course of struggle with what t wrong. 
The true, the good and the beautiful always edst in comparison with the 
false, the evil and the ugly, and grow in strug& with the lam?. As mankind 
in general rejects an untruth and accepts a trufh, a new d will bsgin 
w g l i n g  with new erroneous ideas. Syh struggles will never sad. Thia is 
the law of development of truth, and it is certainly also the law of d h p - t  
of Marxism. . . 

It wi l l  take a considerable time to decide the issue in the ideological druggle 
between socialism and capitalism in our country. This is h u m  the idhence 
of the bourgeoisie and of the intellectuals who come from the old society will 
remain in our country as the ideology of a class for a long time to come. 
Failure to grasp this or, sti l l  worse, failure to understand it at all can lead to 
the gravest mistake%-to ignoring the necessity of waging the struggle in the 
ideological field. Ideological struggle is not like other form of struggle- 
Gude, coercive methods should not be d in this struggle, but only the 
method of painstaking r e a ~ n i n g * ~  Today, socialism enjoys favorable con- 
ditions in the ideological struggle. The main power of the stata is in the 
hands of the working people led by the proletariat. The Communist put). is 
strong and its prestige atands high. 

trade. Henee, came to be regarded aa an mpatrioric and andmatid 
element by Chtaem nationalists But the c o m p h  damcat had d to 
be important long before the ~~ came to pomr. The "bumamtie 
capitabun who flourished under the Kuomdntang were d 7  
nationalistic and rertr id  foreign b - 8 ~  m M  fn kisb of mp 

61. The addmiaa that " M a r s h  us lldll a mind@ of the eatire 
population" is significant in view of the claim that (=binr ir united am n e  
before in support of the Commlmist Whf a h d  a -@ of 
the Chtaeae people desire Commuaht rule if thq ua not man -7 

62. The diffidty with ' 4 ~  w' ir nol d y  that it rp.inr 
the patience of Party militants bat a h  that the object of the p m d r  
may start reasoaing, too. It k much etasier.to prersat the eme fmm a P e  
textbook and drop a broad hint that, if the in tdktd  ir not 
pemded,  he will soan get into trouble and have to make a d- 
criticism with the altcraative of rant to a cmmp for Worm 
labor?-After all, as Mao rightly ~ y s ,  witb dm P w  in powsr ''mwidism 
emjop favorable condithm in the i d d o g i d  b'' 



Although there are defects and mistakes in our work, every fair-minded 
person can see that we are loyal to the people, that we a n  both determined 
and able to build up our country together with the people, and that we have 
achieved great successes and will achieve still greater ones. The vast majority 
of the bourgeoisie and intellectuals who come from the old society are patri- 
otic; they am willing to serve their flourishing socialist motherland, and they 
know that, if they turn away from the socialist cauw and the working people 
led by the Communist party, they will have no one to rely on and no bright 
future to look forward to. 

People may ask: Since Marxism is accepted by the majority of the people 
in our country as the guiding ideology, can it be criticized? Certainly it can. 
As a scientific truth, Marxism fears no criticism. If it did and could be 
defeated in argument, it would be worthless. In fact, are not the idealists 
criticizing Marxism every day and in all sorts of ways? As for those who 
harbor bourgeois and petty-bourgeois ideas and do not wish to change, are 
mt they also criticizing Marxism in all sorts of ways? Marxists should not 
he afraid of criticism from any quarter. Quite the contrary, they need to 
steel and improve themselves and win new positions in the teetb of criticism 
and the storm and stress of struggle. Fighting against wrong ideas is like 
being vaccinated-a man develops greater immunity from disease after the 
vaccine takes effect. Plants raised in hot-houses are not likely to be robust. 
Carrying out the policy of letting a hundred flowers blossom and a hundred 
schools of thought contend will not weaken but strengthen the leading position 
of Marxism in the ideological field.'ja 

What should our policy be toward non-Marxist ideas? As far as unmis- 
takable counter-revolutionaries a4d wreckers of the socialist cause are 
concerned, the matter is easy; we simply deprive them of their freedom of 
speech.64 But it is quite a different matter when we are faced with incorrect 
ideas among the people. Will it do to ban such ideas and give them no 
opportunity to express themselves? Certamly not. It is not only futile but 
very harmful to use crude and summary methods to deal with ideological 
questions among the people, with questions relating to the spiritual life of 
man. You may ban the expression of wrong ideas, but the ideas will still be 
there. On the other hand, correct ideas, if pampered m not-houses without 
being exposed to the elements or immunized against &ease, will not win out 
against wrong ones. That is why it is only by employing methods of dis- 

- 63. It is true that "plants raised in hot-houses are not likely to be robust'' 
and that Communist propagandists who never have an argument will never 
develop their ideological muscles. But the bourgeois intellectuals who serve 
to keep the Party boxers in training must never hit back too hard. 

64. Mao now comes to the saving qualificutiona of his (for his hearers) 
alarming discourse on freedom of speech. It t to be denied to ''unmistakable 
counter-revolutionaries and wreckers of the soeialiet cause." But who is to 
decide whether anyone falls within these categories? The Communist party, 
its police and its puppet judges. And how is the citizen to know whether 
his criticism will be so classified7 The answer is that he cannot know, bat 
he had better be very careful. 



m i o n ,  criticism and reasoning that we can really foster correct ideas, 
overcome .wrong ideas and really settle issues. 

The bourgeoisie and petty bourgeoisie are bound to give expression to their 
ideologies. It is inevitable that they should stubbornly persist in expressing 
themselves in every way possible on political and ideological questions. You 
cannot expect them not to do so. We should not use methods of suppression 
to prevent them from expressing themselves, but should allow them to do so 
and at the same time argue with them and direct well-considered criticism 
at them. 

There can be no doubt that we should criticize all kinds of wrong ideas. 
It certainly w d d  not do to refrain from criticism and look on while wrong 
ideas spread unchecked and acquire their market. Mistakes should be criti- 
cized and poisonous weeds fought against wherever they crop up. But such 
criticism should not be do~tr ina i re .~~ We should not use the metaphysical 
method, but strive to employ the dialectical method. What is needed ia 
scientific analysis and fully convincing arguments. Doctrinaire criticism 
settles nothing. We do not want any kind of poisonous weeds, but we should 
carefully distinguish between what is really a poisonous weed and what is 
really a fragrant flower. We must learn together with the masses of the 
people how to make this careful distinction and use the correct methods to 
fight poisonous weeds. 

While criticizing doctrinairism, we should at the same time direct our 
attention to criticizing revisionism. Revisionism, or rightist opportunism, is 
a bourgeois trend of thought which is even more dangerous than doctrinair- 
ism.66 The revisionists or right opportunists pay lip-service to Marxism and 

65. Mao returns to the point that the truth of Marxism-Leninism should 
be not merely asserted but demonstrated, in order that intellectuals may 
be convinced of it. He is himself certain of its truth and believes that " f a y  
convincing arguments" can be found for it. But if anyone is still unpersuadd 
after such arguments have been used, it shows that he is hostiIe to the 
regime, a real class enemy. A little more resistance to the trath, and he will 
be an bbunmistakable counter-revolutionary." 

66. The statement that revisionism or rightist opportunism is molls 

dangerous than doctrinairism is perhaps the most important pa-ge in 
Mao's speech in the light of recent events. The left extremists, "sectariad 
and bbdoctrinairesn err through excess of zeal for the Party; they endan- 
the cause by being too strict, coercive and oppressive and thus alienating 
the massee. But fundamentally they are good people who only need a little 
restraining. But the rightists attack "the most fundamental elements of 
Nlarxism." They want to be lenient to counter-revolutionaries, conciliate 
everybody and relax control, ignoring the essential need to maintain the 
supremacy of the Party at all costs. Strictly speaking, rightism signifies a 
deviation within the Communist party comparable to Bukharinism in the 
eady days of the Soviet Union. But in China the term is used a h  to 
denote rebellious tendencies within the non-Communist puppet parties, and 
in this Context its meaning is rather different, for among members of these 
parties it is a question not of a Communist being insufficiently strong or 
resolute in upholding his own party's supremacy, bat of a non-Communist 



also attack "doctrinairism." But the real target of their attack is actually the 
most fundamental elements of Marxism. They oppose or distort materialism 
and dialectics, oppose or try to weaken the people's democratic dictatorship 
and the leading role of the Communist party, oppose or try to weaken socialist 
transformat:on and socialist constructisn. Even after the basic victory of the 
socialist revolution in our country, there are still a number of people who 
vainly hope for a restoration of the capitalist system. They wage a struggle 
against the working class on every front, including the ideological front. In 
this struggle, their right-hand men are the revisionists. 

On the s~rface, these two slogans--let a hundred flowers blossom and a 
hundred sqhwh of thought contend-have no class character; the proletariat 
can turn them to account, and so can the bourgeoisie and other people. But 
different classes, strata and social groups each have their own views on what 
are fragraat flowers and what are poisonous weeds. So what, from the point 
of*view of the broad masses of the people, should be a criterion today for 
distingnishing between fragrant flowers and poisonous weeds? 

In the political life of our country, how are our people to determine what 
is right and what is wrong in our words and actions? Basing ourselves on the 
principles of our constitution, the will of the overwhelming majority of our 
people and the political programs jointly proclaimed on various occasions by 
our political parties and groups:' we believe that, broadly speaking, words 
and actions can be judged right if they: 

1. Help to unite the people of our various nationaliti* and do not divide 
them. 

2. Are beneficial, not harmful, to socialist transformation and socialist 
construction. 

3. Help to consolidate, not undermine or weaken, the people's democratic 
dictatorship. 

4. Help to consolidate, not undermine or weaken, democratic centralism. 
5. Tend to strengthen, not to cast off or weaken, the leadership of the 

Communist party. 
6. Are beneficial, not harmful, to international socialist solidarity and the 

solidarity of the peace-loving peoples of the world. 
Of these six criteria, the most important are the socialist path and the 

leadership of the Party. These criteria are put forward in order to foster, 
and not hinder, the free discussion of various questions among the people. 
Those who do not approve of these criteria can still put forward their own 

- - -  

repudiating the supremacy of the Communist party and wishing to make 
an end of it. In Chinese usage, rightism now covers all opposition to the 
Communist party which is not specifically declared to be counter-revolutionary. 

67. The claim of support from "the overwhelming majority of oar 
people" is based on the elections to the National People's Congress. But in 
fact theue elections proved nothing, as no opposition party was allowed to 
put up candidates and them was no choice for the electors. The non- 
Communist parties and groups accepting Communist party leadership were 
allotted a certain number of seats on a joint Government list. 



views and argue their cases. When the majority of the people have clear-cut 
criteria to go by, criticism and self-criticism can be conducted along proper 
lines, and these criteria can be applied to people's words and actions to deter- 
mine whether they are fragrant flowers or poisonous weeds. These are 
political criteria. Naturally, in judging the truthfulness of scientific theorim 
or assessing the esthetic value o? works 02 art, omer pertinent criteria are 
needed, but these six political criteria are also applicable to all activities in 
the arts or sciences.68 In a socialist country like ours, can there possibly be 
any useful scientific or artistic activity which runs counter to these political 
criteria? 
AU that is set out above stems from the specific historical conditions in our 

country. Since conditions vary in different socialist countries and with diiler- 
ent Communist parties, we do not think that other countries and parties must 
or need to follow the Chinese way. 
The slogan '610ng-term coexistence and mutual supervision" is also a prod- 

uct of specific historical conditions in our country. It was not put forward 
all of a sudden, but had been in the making for several years. The idea of 
long-term coexistence had been in existence for a long time, but last year, 
when the socialist system was basically established, the slogan was set out in 
clear terms. 

Why should the democratic parties of the bourgeoisie and petty bourgeoisie 
be allowed to exist side by side with the party of the working class over a 
long period of time? Because we have no reason not to adopt the policy of 
long-term coexistence with all other democratic parties which are truly de- 
voted to the task of uniting the people for the cause of socialism and which 
enjoy the trust of the people.69 

As early as the second session of the National Committee of the People's 
Political Consultative Conference in June 1950, I put the matter in this way: 

"The people and the People's Government have no reason to reject or deny 

68. The application of the six political criteria (the significance of 
which has been considered in the introduction) in the fieldu of the arts 
and sciences would leave little scope for the "free discu~ion" which Mao 
advocates. He does not, indeed, directly state that any dentific or artistic 
activity which  run^ counter to the criteria will be punished, but, as he 
declares that it cannot possibly be "useful," what hope can those responsible 
for it have of continuing their work in a country where all academic reeeareh, 
all publication of books and all production of plays depend on agenciee 
of the Party-state? 

69. The non-Communist puppet parties are defined as democratic partits 
of the bourgeoisie and petty bourgeoisie. They an! not permitted in Mao's 
doctrine to claim any representation of the working &as or even of the 
peasants. They will be allowed to exist as long as they fulfil two conditiom: 
They must be truly devoted to the task of uniting the people for the eatue 
of socialism-which is in any case a strange devotion for bourgeois partiea 
--and they must enjoy the trust of the people, which means of the 
Commuxlist party, since the people has no way of freely expressing ita 
confidence or lack of confidence in anyone. 



the opportunity to anyone to make a living and give his services to the 
-auntry, so long as he is really willing to serve the people, really helped the 
people when they were still in difficulties, did good things and continues to 
do them consistently without giving up half-way." 

What I defined here was the political basis for the long-term coexistence 
of the various parties. It is the desire of the Communist party, also its policy, 
to exist side by side with the other democratic parties for a long time to come. 
Whether these democratic parties can long exist depends not merely on what 
tha Communist party itself desires but also on the part played by these demo- 
cratic parti- themselves and on whether they enjoy the confidence of the 
people.*O 

Mutual supervision among the various parties has also been a long- 
d l i s h e d  fact, in the sense that they advise and criticize each other. Mutual 
eupemision, which is obviously not a one-sided matter, means that the Corn- 
munist party should exercise supervision over the other democratic parties 
and the other democratic parties should exercise supervision over the Com- 
munist party. Why should the other democratic parties be allowed to exercise 
supervision over the Communist party? This is because for a party as much as 
for an individual there is great need to hear opinions different from its 

We all know that supervision over the Communist party is mainly exercised 
by the working people and Party membership. But we will benefit even more 
if the other democratic parties do this as well. Of course, advice and criticism 
exchanged between the Communist party and the other democratic parties 
will play a positive role in mutual supervision only when they conform to the 
six political criteria given above. That is why we hope that the other demo- 
cratic parties will all pay attention to ideological remolding and strive for 
long-term coexistence and mutual supervision with the Communist party so 
as to meet the needs of the new society. 

9, Concerning Disturbances Created by 
Small Numbers of People 

I N 1956, small numbers of workers and students in certain places went on 
strike. The immediate cause of these disturbances was the failure to 

satisfy certain of their demands for material benefits, of which some should 
and could be met, while others were out of place or excessive and therefore 
could not be met for the time being. But a more important cause was 

70. Mao warns the puppet parties that they will be tolerated only ao long 
ar they continue to accept their puppet status. Since the beginning of July, 
the purging of bbrightists'' in the puppet parties has been in full uwing, 
and in February Mao was probably already planning to deal with them 
because of the signs of insubordination which had followed the news of 
the Hungarian uprising. 

71. Mao may really believe that it is good for the Communist party 
from time to time to consider proposals from the Democratic League and 
other groups which include in their ranks much of the k t  administrative 
and technical talent of pre-Communist China. But the condition is that such 



bureaucracy on the part of those in positions of leadership. In some cases, 
responsibility for such bureaucratic mistakes should be placed on the higher 
authorities and'those at lower levels should not be made to bear all the blame. 
Another cause for these disturbances was that the ideological and political 
educational work done among the workers and students was inadequate. In 
ihe same year, members of a small number of agricultural cooperatives also 
created disturbances, and the main causes were also bureaucracy on the part 
of the leadership and lack of educational work among the masses. 

It should be admitted that all too often some people are prone to concentrate 
on immediate, partial and personal interests; they do not understand or do 
not sdiiciently understand long-range, nationwide and collective interests. 
Because of their lack of experience in political and social life, quite a number 
of young people cannot make a proper comparison between the old and new 
China; it is not easy for them to thoroughly comprehend what hardships the 
people of our country went through in the struggle to free themselves from 
oppression by the imperialists and Kuomintang reactionaries, or what a long 
period of painstaking work is needed before a happy socialist society can be 
established. That is why political educational work should be kept going 
among the masses in an interesting and effective way. We should always tell 
them the facts about the difficulties that have cropped up and discuss with 
them how to solve these difficulties. 

We do not approve of disturbances, because contradictions among the 
people can be resolved in accordance with the formula "unity-criticism-unity," 
while disturbances inevitably cause losses and are detrimental to the advance 
of socialism. We believe that our people stand for socialism, that they uphold 
discipline and are reasonable and will not create disturbances without reason. 
But this does not mean that in our country there is no possibility of the 
masses creating disturbances. With regard to this question, we should pay 
attention to the following: 

1. In order to get rid of the root cause of disturbances, we must stamp 
out bureaucracy, greatly iniprove ideological and political education, and 
deal with all contradictions in a proper way. If this is done, there will not 
usually be any disturbances. 

2. If disturbances should occur as a result of bad work on our part, then 
we should guide those involved in such disturbancee onto the correct path, 
make use of these disturbances as a special means of improving our work 
and educating the cadres and the masses, and work out solutions to those 
questions which have been neglected in the past. In handling any disturb- 
ances, we should work painstakingly and should not use oversimplified 
methods or declare the matter closed before it is thoroughly settled. 
The guiding spirits in disturbances should not be removed from their jobs 

proposals must be made as suggestions which the C o m m d ~ t s  may or may 
not adopt, and not as claims or demands. The attitude of the nanlCommumiet 
parti- in relations with the Communists should, indeed, be not p much 
that of politicians bargaining with one another u of dvil rervants advising 
ammste . r who alone has the power of d h i o n .  



or expelled without good reason, except for those who have committed 
criminal offenses or active countet-revolutionaries, who should be dealt with 
according to law.72 Ia a big country like ours, it is nothing to get alarmed 
about if small numbers of people should create disturbances; rather, we 
should turn such things to advantage to help us get rid of bureaucracy. 

In our society, there is also a small number of people who are unmindful 
of public interests, refuse to listen to reason, commit crimes and break the 
law. They may take advantage of our policies and distort them, deliberately 
put forward unreasonable demands in order to stir up the masses, or delib- 
erately spread rumors to create trouble and disrupt social order. We do not 
propose to let these people have their way. On the contrary, proper legal 
action must be taken against them. The masses demand that these persons be 
punished. Not to do so will run counter to popular 

, 10. Can Bad Things Be Turned into Good Things? 

A s 1 HAVE SAID, in our society it is bad when groups of people make 
disturbances, and we do not approve of it. But when disturbances do 

, occur, they force us to learn lessons from them, to overcome bureaucracy and 

[ educate the cadres and the people. In this sense, bad things can be turned 
into good things. Disturbances thus have a dual character. All kinds of 
disturbances can be looked at in this way. 

It is clear to everybody that the Hungarian events were not a good thing. 1 But they, too, had a dual character. Because our Hungarian comrades took 
proper action in the course of these events, what was a bad thing turned 
ultimately into a good thing. The Hungarian state is now more firmly estab- 
lished than ever, and all other countries in the socialist camp have also 

Similarly, the worldwide anti-Communist and anti-popular campaign 
launched in the latter half of 1956 was, of course, a bad thing. But it edu- 
cated and steeled the Communist parties and the working class in all coun- 
tries and thus turned out to be a good thing. In the storm and stress of this 
period, a number of people resigned from Communist parties in many coun- 
tries. Resignations from the Party reduce Party membership and are, of 

72. Mae's exhortation not to be too haroh in dealing with striker, and 
C'disturbanceaw arising out of them was perhaps the maxt eemational of 
the "liberal" innovations in his speech. But the exception for "active counter- 
revolutionaries" greatly reducua ite rignificanee, for whether an7 particular 
ringleader is to be regarded as such is entireb at the discretion of the 
Communist party and itm political police. 

73. It is the Party authorities who will decide whether the leader of a 
strike has "deliberately put forward ~ m n a b l e  demanden or spread mamom 
in order to make trouble. Bur, as alwaye in such mattem, Mao paamu the k c k  
to the people; it is the ma- who "demand that them penonr be @bed.'' 

74. Mao ie evidently anxiom to allsore hia hearan that the Communist 
regime in "now more firmly d h h e d  than ever," but he makes no refemmce 
to the Soviet intervention which alone saved it. 



course. a bad thing, but there is a good side to this. Since the vacillating 
elements unwilling to carry on have withdrawn. the great majority of staunch 
Party members are more firmly united for the struggle. Is not this a good 
thing? 

In short, we must learn to take an all-around view of things, seeing not 
only the positive side of things but also the negative side. Under specific 
conditions, a bad thing can lead to good results and a good thing to bad 
results. More than 2,000 years ago, Lao Tm said: "It is upon bad fortune 
that good fortune leans, upon good fortune bad fortune rests."" When the 
Japanese struck into China, they called this a victory. Huge areas of China'. 
territory were seized, and the Chinese called this a defeat. But China's defeat 
carried within it the seeds of victory, and Japan's victory carried within it 
the seeds of defeat. Has not this been proved by history? 

People all over the world are now discussing whether or not a third world 
war will break out. In regard to this question, we must be psychologically 
prepared and at the same time take an analytical view. We stand resolutely 
for peace and oppom war. But if the imperialists insist on unleashing another 
war, we should not be afraid of it. Our attitude on this question is the same 
as our attitude toward all disturbances: Firstly, we are against it; secondly, 
we are not afraid of it. 

The First World War was followed by the birth of the Soviet Union with 
a population of 200 million. The Second World War was followed by the 
emergence of the socialist camp with a combined population of 900 million. 
If the imperialists should insist on launching a third world war, it is certain 
that several hundred million more will turn to socialism; then there will not 
be much room left in the world for the imperialists, while it is quite likely 
that the whole structure of imperialism will utterly collap~e.~" 

Given specific conditions, the two aspects of a contradiction invariably 
turn into their respective opposites as a result of the struggle between them. 
Here, the conditions are important. Without specific conditions, neither of 
the two contradictory aspects can transform itself into its opposite. Of all 
the classes in the world, the proletariat is the moat eager to change its posi- 
tion; next comes the semi-proletariat. The former possesses nothing at all, 
while the latter is not much better off. The present situation in which the 
United States controls a majority in the United Nations and dominates many 
parts of the world is a transient one, which will eventually be changed. China's 

- - -- - - - 

75. This is the only quotation from Chinese classical literature made by 
Mao in his speech. If the Communists appeal at all to (3rina'a traditional 
ways of thought, they prefer Taoism to Confu~:ianism; Lao Tzu's dialectic 
of opposites has a good Hegelian flavor, and his subversive attitude toward 
the politicat and sdcial institutions of his time is grist to the Marxist mill. 
But the mystical quietism of the Taoist tmr wei is far removed from the 
Commll~~iste' determination to bend everything and everybody to their will. 

76. Mao is careful to explain that the Comm~mista do not want war but 
are merely not afraid of it. However, his forecast of the desirable d t s  
which would in his view follow from it maka it a tempting expedient for 
a Communist world faced with serious internal difficulties. 



situation as a poor country denied her rights in international affairs will also 
be changed. A poor country will be changed into a rich country, a country 
denied her rights into a country enjoying her rights-a transformation of 
things into their opposites." Here, the decisive conditions are the socialist 
system and the concerted efforts of a united peokle. 

11. The Practice of Economy 

H ERE I WISH to speak briefly on practicing economy. We want to carry 
on large-scale construction, but our country is still very poor-herein 

lies a contradiction. One way of resolving this contradiction is to make a 
sustained effort to practice strict economy in every field. 

During the San Fan movement in 1952, we fought against corruption, 
waste and bureaucracy, and the emphasis was on combating corruption. In 
1955, we advocated the practice of economy with considerable success; our 
emphasis then was on combating unduly high standards for non-productive 
projects in capital construction, and economy in the use of raw materials in 
industrial production. But at that time economy as a guiding principle was 
not conscientiously carried out in all branches of the national economy, or in 
Government offices, Army units, schools and people's organizations in general. 
This year, we have called for economy and elimination of waste in every 
respect throughout the country. We still lack experience in construction. 
During the past few years, great successes have h n  achieved, but there has 
also been waste. We must gradually build a number of large-scale modern 
enterprises aa the mainstay of our industries; without these we shall not be 
able to turn our country into a modern industrial power in several decades. 
But the majority of our enterprises should not be built in this way; we should 
set up a far greater number of small and medium enterprises and make full 
use of the industries inherited from the old society, so as to effect the greatest 
economy and do more things with less money. 

Since the principle of practicing strict economy and combating waste was 
put forward in more emphatic terms than before by the second plenary session 
of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of China in November 1956, 
good results have been obtained. This economy drive must be carried out 

6$ in a thorough, sustained way. Just as it is with criticism of our other faults 
and mistakes, combating waste is like washing our faces. Do not people 
wa& their faces every day? The Chinese Communist party, the other demo- 
cratic parties, democrats not afiiliated with any party, intellectuals, induo- 
trialists and businessmen, workers, peasants and handicraftsmen-in short, 
all the 600 million people in our country--must increase production, practice 
economy, and combat extravagance and waste. This is of first importance 
both economically and politically. A dangerous tendency has shown itself 

- - 

77. Logically, the o p p i t e  of the United Statcll having a mafority in the 
United Nations and dominating many pa* of the world would be that China 
should have thew advantages. Mao does not go so far as to tomcast ouch 
an ascendancy for hi0 &me, but his will to turn the tablea on America is 
clearly apparent. 



of late among many of our personnel-an unwillingness to share the joys and 
hardships of the maws,  a concern for personal position and gain. This is very 
bad. One way of overcoming this dangerous tendency is, in our campaign, to 
increase production and practice economy, to streamline our organizations 
and transfer cadres to lower levels so that a considerable number of them will 
return to productive work!78 We must see to it that all cadres and all our 
people constantly bear in mind that, while ours is a big socialist country, it is 
an economically backward and poor country, and that this is a very great con- 
sideration. If we want to see China rich and strong, we must be prepared for 
several decades of intensive effort which will include, among other things, car- 
rying out a policy of building our country through hard work and thrift-of 
practicing strict economy and combating waste. 

12 China's Path to Rndustrianzation 

I N DISCUSSING our path to industrialization, I am here concerned principally 
with the relationship between the growth of heavy industry, light industry 

and agriculture. Heavy industry is the core of China's economic construction. 
This mur~t  be affirmed. But, at the same time, full attention met be paid to the 
development of agriculture and light industry. 

As China is a great agricultural country, with over 80 per cent of its popu- 
lation in the villages, its industry and agriculture must be developed shulta- 
neoudy. Only then will industry have raw materials and a market, and only so 
will it be possible to accumulate fairly large funds for the building of a pow- 
erful heavy industry. Everyone knows that light industry is closely related 
to agriculture. Without agriculture there can be no light industry. But it is 
not so clarly understood that agriculture provides heavy industry with an 
important market. This fad, however, w i l l  be more readily appreciated as the 
graduaI progress of technological improvement and modernization of agricul- 
ture calls for more and more machinery, fertilizers, water-conservation and 
electric-power projects and transport facilities for the farms, as well as fuel 
and building materials for the rural consumers. The entire national economy 
will benefit if we can achieve an even greater growth in our agriculture and 
thua induce a cormpondingly greater development of light industry during 
the period of the second and third FivaYear Plans. With the development of 
agriculture and light industry, heavy industry wil l  be assured of its market 
and fun& and thua grow faster. Hence, what may seem to be a slower pace of 
industrialization is actually not so, and indeed the tempo may even be speeded 
-- - 

78. The proposal to "transfer cadres to lower lev& BO tbat a coddsrable 
number of them will  return to productive work" may be good emmomies, 
but it is very risky politics. In all Communist-govemmed m u m t r k ,  the great 
attraction of rank-and-file membership is that it gets people otrt of ordinary 
work into supervisory job of one kiad or another. To deprive great numbers 
of local cadres of their prhd  little corners in the bureaucracy and throw 
them back again into the poverty-stricken rats of the "toiling mames" may 
ease the strain on the ecomom7, but it cannot fail a h  to create new factors 
of dieeontent againet the regime. 



up. In three Five-Year Plans or perhaps a little longer, China's annual steel 
output can be raised to 20 million tons or more from the peak pre-liberation 
output of something over 900,000 tons in 1943. 'Ibis will gladden people in 
both town and countryside. 

I do not propose to talk at length on economic questions. With barely seven 
years of economic construction behind us, we still lack experience and need to 
get more. We had no experience to start with in revolutionary work, either, 
and it was only after we had taken a number of tumbles and learned our 
lesson that we won nationwide victory. What we must do now is cut the time 
we take to gain experience in revolutionary work and not pay such a high 
price for it. We shall have to pay some sort of price, but we hope it will not 
be as high as that paid during the revolutionary period. We must realize that 
a contradiction is involved in this question between the objective laws of devel- 
opment of socialist economy and our subjective understanding, a contradiction 
which needs to be revised in practice. This contradiction will also manifest 
itself in a contradiction between different persons, that is, a contradiction 
between those who have a relatively accurate understanding of objective laws 
and those whose understanding of them is relatively inaccurate; and so this 
i a  also a contradiction among the people. Every contradiction is an objective 
reality, and it is our task to understand it and resolve it as correctly as we can. 

In order to make our country into an industrial power, we must learn con- 
scientiously from the advanced experience of the Soviet Union. The Soviet 
Union has been building socialism for forty years, and we treasure its 
experience. 

Let us consider who designed and equipped so many important factories 
for us?@ Was it the United States? Or Britain? No, neither of them. Only the 

1 Soviet Union was willing to do so, because it is a socialist country and our 
ally. In addition to the Soviet Union, some brother countries of Eastern 
Europe also gave us assistance. It is perfectly sure that we should learn from 
the good experience of all countries, socialist or capitalist, but the main thing 
is still to learn from the Soviet Union. 

79. When Mao says it is the Soviet Union and not the United States or 
Britain which has designed and equipped factories for "us," he means 
for the Communist regime and not for China as a country. The United 
States was more than willing after the defeat of Japan to provide large-male 
economic aid for China--and also to facilitate the transfer to China of the 
Japanes-ted industries of Manchuria, which the Russians dismantled 
and removed to the Soviet Union. The only "string" attached to Presidbnt 
Truman's offer of aid to China was that the Chinese National Government 
should achieve "unity" by making a d t i o n  with the Cornmnnis- policy 
that in retrospect looks incredibly foolish in relatian to American interests 
but hardly proves ill-will toward China or even toward the Chinese Com- 
munists. If in 1945-56 the Communists had been defeated, as they might 
have been with a different American policy, and a unified China had then 
been built up with American instead of Soviet credita and technical assbtance, 
its indmtrialization would probably today be more, and not less, advanced 
than it is. 



Now, here are two different attitudes in learning from others. One is a doc- 
trinaire attitude: transplanting everything, whether suited or not to the con- 
ditions of our country. This is not a good attitude. Another attitude is to use 
our heads and learn those things which suit conditions in our country, that is, 
to absorb whatever experience is useful to us. This is the attitude we should 
adopt. 

To strengthen our solidarity with the Soviet Union, to strengthen our 
solidarity with all socialist countries-this is our fundamental policy, herein 
lies our basic interest. Then there are the Asian and African countries, and all 
the peace-loving countries and peoples-we must strengthen and develop our 
solidarity with them. United with these two forces, we will not stand alone.80 
As for the imperialist countries, we should also unite with their peoples and 
strive to coexist in peace with those countries, do business with them and 
prevent any possible war, but under no circumstances should we harbor any 
unrealistic notions about those countries. 

80, Communist China, in addition to being a military ally of the Soviet 
Union and member of the Communist bloc, was a member of the Bandung 
Conference and counts as part of the Afro-Asian b l ~ o  which the Soviet 
Union and Eastern Eumpean Communist countries do not belong, The 
extent to which Peking can mobilize the Afmhian votes is likely to be 
tested when the next move is made to seat the Chinese Communist delegata 
in the United Nations. 
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